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Editor’s Note
I would be remiss in talking about the nature of this issue without mentioning the absence
of a certain person’s name (loyal readers of The Opiate can surely guess who). A
person whose work I had planned to serialize until its last chapter as I am a woman of
my word. However, upon his request, I will no longer be including it in the magazine.
The complications of publishing the novel arose around the Winter, Vol. 4 era, when
I realized we weren’t really together anymore (see: Vol. 5 Editor’s Note for allusion
to why). I’m sure you can imagine the salt in wound factor of having to see your ex’s
name repeatedly in print, as well as edit a story centered around the genesis of your
relationship with him. But still, I was willing to go through with this torturous act because,
after everything, I love him—regardless of the taint that colored our demise. And I think
I probably gave away a part of myself that I won’t get back in succumbing to the
intensity of my love. Is the lesson in this don’t mix art and romance if healing is what you
hope to achieve after the inevitable breakup? I couldn’t tell you. Maybe Simone De
Beauvoir would have been able to. In any case, I feel that without his presence in Vol.
8, there is a palpable shift in the publication. It’s as though a new era of my life and
The Opiate’s has been demarcated by his absence. And so, on this note, there seems
to me an all too appropriate blood-spattered deer on our cover. A death has occurred.
With this death, I hope to experience a rebirth any day now. But then again, maybe
I’ll end up like Joanna Nil (she changed her last name for good reason) in Max DeVoe
Talley’s “There’s A Hole in the Sky.” The drug addicted music industry maven just
doesn’t know when to quit. And who among us can’t relate to that? Living in the post1980s haze of Williamsburg, Joanna spirals out of control, and, at 36-years-old, knows
full well she can’t sustain herself at the rate she’s going. Between losing her job at Sire
Records—fired by head honcho Seymour Stein himself—Joanna knows she’s in a state
of freefall, but is too interested in her next fix to care.
I have to say that the Madonna references and allusions are heavy in this edition,
which is, quite frankly, fine by me as I struggle to look for clown images suitable for
Hailey Foglio’s “The Greatest Show on Earth,” a quest that leads most of the results to
pull up pictures from the pop star’s Tears of a Clown spectacle in Australia. Then there
was that time she appeared in Woody Allen’s Shadows and Fog as a tightrope artist
named Marie. But this story isn’t about me finding a way to incorporate yet another
photo of of M into the mix, but rather, a tale of quiet love on the part of Archer, a man
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allured by Hank Willoughby’s Three-Ring Circus based solely on the promise of Lily
the Magnificent’s appearance on a poster he happens to come across. Somehow, he
finagles his own role as a clown co-starring with Cuddy, Lily’s boyfriend. With so much
time spent admiring the juggling beauty from afar, Archer can hardly believe it when
Lily eventually returns his affections. But like some haunting blend of Tod Browning’s
Freaks and Fellini’s La Strada, circus-based love rarely ends happily.
Similarly, things don’t go so well for one of the primary characters in Michael Howard’s
timely “Left and Right.” Told from the position of hindsight, we learn of the gradually
building political extremism of John Timbs. Born to hateful parents, Timbs makes friends
with our narrator over a shared passion for Nazi history. It is only when they go to
college together at MLU that Timbs shifts to a leftist viewpoint. His fanaticism reaches
a crescendo as Donald Trump’s candidacy for president occurs, prompting him to take
an abrupt measure on campus that highlights the notion that zealotry does not solve
zealotry.
Mathew Michael Hodges’ “Accidental Sabotage” speaks to my own massacred heart
with its self-destructive anti-hero, an aspiring actor/writer (indeed, much of the narrative
has a screenplay-like feel to it) based in Chicago named Tristan. His deep devotion to
his girlfriend, Emily, backfires as he always seems to do something to indicate to her
that he’s “not the kind of man” she wants. For anyone who has ever endured a onesided breakup while simultaneously giving up on the notion of maintaining a modicum
of dignity, this read is especially essential.
The authors rounding out the fiction section of Vol. 8 have appeared previously in the
pages of The Opiate, albeit under the moniker of “poet.” Cooper Wilhelm’s “So Jung
Kommen Wir Nicht Mehr Zusammen,” is, as the author himself explained, “a German
idiom meaning literally ‘we’ll never meet again this young.’” And, well, let me just say it
has a certain My Girl finale (I’m sorry, I always have to bring it back to a pop culture
reference—even in the stodgy world of literature). Grabel’s unique piece, an excerpt
from her illustrated book, Brontosaurus, was one of the most challenging works I’ve
ever assembled, and I thank her for putting my layout skills to the test. The structure of
Brontosaurus is perhaps what stands out most about it—well, that and Grabel’s singular
original drawings.
And so begins the poetry section with David Z. Morris’ “Parents,” an exploration of
just how hollow it can be to give birth, and what it turns you into ultimately. Next is
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Stephanie Macias’ biting poem, “Cocktail.” Her poetry has also appeared on
theopiatemagazine.com, in the form of “Buffet,” “Genghis Khan Strikes Again,”
“Lemniscate” and “Expansion.”
Not since Armando Jaramillo Garcia’s “A Light Rain” in Vol. 1 has a poem rivaled it
for length, but David Leo Sirois’ “The Flavor of Water” and “Rest works wonders.”
prove that sometimes quality does mean quantity. And who can resist the appropriate
incredulity of a phrase from the former poem?: “‘Life is relationships.’ Still can’t grasp
it. Don’t believe her.” Based on experience, I don’t either.
The final poem of the issue is Sarah Francois’ wonderfully irreverent, wonderfully New
York-specific “Loving Bodega Men.” It’s a trap we all try to avoid, day in and day out.
Sometimes it doesn’t work.
The concluding criticism is in keeping with how I began this introduction, perhaps a
final love letter of lament to the one who broke my heart. But who am I kidding? I’ll
probably be exploring it in all artistic mediums for the foreseeable future as I try to
make sense of it (stay tuned for my short story collection, Led to the Abattoir). I am a
gnat occasionally swirling past his face with these writings of mine. But even gnats can
cause a commotion if they persist for long enough in their annoyance. And I’m not sure
if I’m still in love because I’m like a beaten dog who wants to return to the master who
doesn’t care either way or because I have only the memory of the person I knew...
maybe I would feel differently if I saw him again, maybe it wouldn’t be quite the same
anymore. In the meantime, like Lana Del Rey says, “There’s no remedy for memory.”
But hopefully Vol. 8 will serve as a remedy to the literary lack in this world right now.

FICTION

Yours very sincerely,
Genna Rivieccio
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There’s A Hole in the Sky
Max DeVoe Talley

N

il meant nothing, that’s why Joanna
Morgan adopted it as her last name. She was
aware of the expressions: a downward spiral,
a descending trajectory. Even though Joanna
knew, knew, knew in her heart that the gig was
over, she didn’t fight it. Joanna had coasted for
the last two years at Sire Records in New York,
and with coworkers from A&R getting away with
it, why not her? Coming in to work late if you
stayed late and maintained consistent success
had never been an issue in the 80s. But by 1991,
Joanna took sick days whenever she felt unwell or
achy. And now that she lived across the East River
in Williamsburg, riding the L train on winter
mornings into Manhattan seemed brutal to her
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36-year-old body.
“Get it together. You’re blowing it,” Ali
Rosenberg, her mentor from Warner Brothers
warned her.
“People are noticing, Jo.” Matt from
Promotion warned her too, but she didn’t listen.
Okay, coke was a problem, but Joanna
had stabilized: half a gram a day, one on weekend
days. That worked for a while, until weekends
started on Thursday and ended on Monday. Until
her freebase habit began. Sharing a Brooklyn
apartment with a part-time drug dealer like Rudy
hadn’t helped in that regard. Over three years,
their relationship transitioned from lust to love
to impersonating a bickering married couple to

platonic roommates. Joanna wasn’t
sure what she felt now. Dependence?
Late in March, Joanna made
a determined effort to subway over
to work before eleven. She found her
boss waiting inside her office.
“Hey, Seymour. I, uh, plan to
skip lunch today.” The President of
Sire Records didn’t make house calls,
so Joanna knew right away it was
bad. Really bad.
Seymour
Stein
looked
crestfallen sitting in the leather chair
at her desk. Joanna imagined he
studied her like a family member
would study a relative on life support
in a hospital bed, perhaps weighing
both depressing options. She slumped
onto a swivel chair feeling scared.
“Jo,” he said. “It’s hard
to find you at work or reach you at
home. I’m worried about you...”
Stein’s voice tapered off as if he
didn’t want to continue. He turned
to gaze at a framed photo of Echo
& the Bunnymen backstage at the
Beacon Theater in 1984. Singer Ian
McCulloch—all pouting lips under
a mushroom of dark hair—held a
hand around Joanna’s shoulder, her
smile almost childlike. “What a great
show,” Stein said. “That one too.”
He pointed at a photo of The Cure.
Robert Smith’s lipsticked mouth was
twisted into a clownish expression as
Joanna, with her hair sprayed and
teased up like the singer, convulsed in
laughter beside him.
Stein closed his eyes and
reclined. “You were one of my best
scouts. The Sea Monkeys, Gamma
Rays, Doris Karloff. All solid groups.”
He opened his eyes. “You did it all,
Jo. Made our bands feel special at
gigs, understood artist relations and
the charts. And you didn’t let your
boyfriend Clot’s misfortune ruin your

life. You just kept right on working
through the dark.”
Joanna turned away in the
swivel chair, hoping her boss wouldn’t
notice her eyes watering. She became
Clot in his stupid coma, Stein talking
softly as he reached over to yank the
plug. Joanna felt like Myrna Loy, who
had just received an honorary Oscar
on the recent Academy Awards, fifty
years after she deserved to get it.
Only one thing left for her to do—
walk offstage and die quietly.
Stein talked and talked,
the words blurring together into a
droning miasma of disappointment,
until everything snapped back into
focus. “And so I feel it’s best, in light
of your inability to work regular
hours and your health issues, for
you to leave your position here. Of
course, Sire offers a decent severance
package that should sustain you until
you’re back on your feet.” He tried
to add some levity. “By then, I’ll be
working for you, and you’ll be giving
me the speeches.”
“You can’t do this,” Joanna
shouted, standing up. “It’s not my
fault.” When Stein recoiled in shock,
she collapsed back in her chair,
curling into a fetal position. Her body
trembled but no more tears came.
Something about Stein’s New York
accent on “thought” and “dark”
and “charts” made Joanna sadder,
made her want to store the extended
vowel sounds in her memory for
safekeeping.
“You’re so smart, Jo,” Stein
whispered as he gently squeezed
her shoulder. “Smarter than most
of these musicians. I hope whatever
this is we’re doing today will wake
you up. The crazy things we did in
the eighties need to stay back there.”
Joanna’s boss walked out of her office

for the last time he would be her boss
and for the last time it would be her
office.
******
Back in Brooklyn, Joanna
rarely woke before noon. It took her
two hours of showering, caffeine,
then freebasing to actually feel alive.
Rudy was cheating on her. She’d
suspected for a while, but as her
resolve weakened, he took advantage.
Rudy came home late at night, or
sometimes not at all. When Joanna
wanted to go to bed with him, he
acted repulsed.
“Eat some food, Jo. You’re
skin and bones, like a prisoner.”
“Like a fucking P.O.W.?” she
said, giving him the finger.
“Pretty much.”
Joanna smelled perfume
on Rudy’s clothes, found notes
from admirers with scrawled phone
numbers. Joanna knew that once her
severance money stopped and she
couldn’t kick in for the rent, Rudy
would dump her. She had avoided
dating rock musicians since Clot’s
East Village overdose debacle several
years ago, but a drug dealer? How
much further could Joanna sink? To
dating a lawyer? A politician?
Worse, Rudy claimed, “I’m
the one working every day, driving a
truck out to Jersey and Long Island. I
don’t get to sit around getting paid to
listen to records.”
Joanna knew it was bullshit.
He pretended to be a hard-working
guy delivering food to Italian
restaurants, but that job earned him
almost nothing.
“The coke thing?” he said.
“That’s just a sideline I do for extra
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bucks.”

As she got thinner and
paler, Joanna could spot bluish veins
just below the surface of her face.
Best to avoid the bathroom mirror
illuminated by a single, harsh light
bulb.
When Rudy didn’t show by
nine p.m. on Monday, Joanna decided
to trek into Manhattan. Noting her
waxen complexion, and because
she broke out in some zits from her
cocaine and junk food diet, Joanna
applied heavy makeup: concealer, eye
shadow, eye liner, mascara, blush, the
whole deal. Then she put on leggings,
a tight leather mini-skirt, and a scoop
neck shirt. Dress you up in my love!
Joanna hated Sire’s star Madonna
back then, even though her profits
paid Joanna’s salary. No, she had been
the one jerking and spasm-dancing
to the Talking Heads. Her braincrush dreams about David Byrne
involved approaching him slowly
and unfastening the top button of
his button-down shirt to prevent his
sweaty, intense head from exploding
due to bottled-up pressure.
Joanna stood before the
bathroom door’s full-length mirror.
Damn, she was keeping the eighties
dream alive into the nineties. But
why? Joanna did have the clarity to
ditch her fingerless gloves, giant hoop
earrings, and gaudy arm bracelets a
few years back. After dressing, and
when she’d glossed on lipstick and
called a cab, Rudy returned.
“Jesus, you look like a whore,”
he said. “A skinny, crack ho. Where
you going? Out to make money so
you can buy more blow from me?”
“No.” Joanna trembled. “I
just wanted to go dance in the city.
Maybe see my friends, like I used
to.” She felt shrunken, reduced to a
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shriveled vegetable one would pass
over at Food Emporium.
Rudy slapped her. Joanna
winced and rubbed her cheek, but
kept moving toward the front door.
Then Rudy clocked her so hard that
she went down, the room spinning,
her eye swelling up, throbbing. She
rose slowly. Grabbing a ceramic
ashtray, she struck Rudy on the side
of the head. While he stood there
stunned, his face blushing with anger,
she dashed into the alcove room and
locked it.
Why did Joanna ever fall for
Rudy? Italian guys seemed so cute
when they were young. How long ago
was that, three years? What made a
man attractive? His smile? Rudy hadn’t
smiled in months. His tenderness?
Rudy hadn’t shown a softer side since
their first year together. The way he
treated other people? He was a total
dick to everyone. But Rudy hadn’t
punched her in the face in over a
year. Somebody warned him about
it last time. Instead, he struck her in
the stomach, or the rib-cage where it
wouldn’t show in public. In his lowlevel goombah world, appearance
was everything. If you hit your
woman, make sure it doesn’t show, or
it’s a bad reflection back on you.
Joanna hunkered down in the
alcove room she sometimes slept in—
when she slept. She ignored Rudy
cursing and banging on the door.
Then, later on, endured his apologies
in silence.
“Hey, babe, I got a little
excited. Let’s both say we’re sorry
and forget it, okay?” He clicked a
razor blade against a mirror. “Tell
you what, I’ll give you some free lines
if you cook me dinner.”
When Joanna woke up,
thankfully, Rudy had already left.

Noticing the date of April
1st, Joanna trudged out in the chilly
morning weather that hadn’t decided
it was spring yet to pay the rent.
Rudy claimed she should do it, since
if he used his money, the IRS might
audit him. Joanna walked north on
Union Avenue to Metropolitan. From
there, she could look back toward
Manhattan and catch a glimpse of
the Twin Towers looming over the
skyline. She turned west for a block,
buffeted by the wind carrying the
smell of tomato focaccia bread from
Napoli Bakery, reminding Joanna
of simpler times when she held an
appetite for food. Then she strolled
north along Lorimer Street to
Luca’s Restaurant on the corner of
Conselyea. The manager/bartender
Salvatore was her landlord, though
he liked Joanna to call him “Uncle
Sal.”
“Hey, Jo. How you doing?”
Sal wiped the bar top with a gray rag.
His smile collapsed when he saw her
face. “What happened? Who did that
to you?”
“It’s nothing, Sal.” Joanna
wished she’d worn her big frame
sunglasses. “I got mugged on the
Metropolitan
Station
platform
coming home last night.”
Sal crossed his arms, his face
constricted with anger. “Muggers
don’t punch people in the eye. They
pull a knife and ask for money.” He
stared at her. “Anyway, we cleaned
up that station two years ago. Bad for
business.” He gently pushed Joanna’s
wavy brown hair out of her face. “I’m
asking you again, who did this?”
Joanna put the rent check
down on the bar. “Please don’t ask.”
“Don’t tell me your pieceof-shit boyfriend did that to you. We
warned Rudy.”

“No, no, it wasn’t him.” She
stared down at the wooden slats of
the barroom floor while speaking.
“Someone else.”
“You’re a lousy liar, Jo.” Sal
slid the rent check off the bar into
his vest. “We won’t talk of this again,
right?” Joanna nodded. “Now go
home. You’re safe.”
Rudy didn’t return to their
apartment that night, or the next day

you going to pay my rent if you waste
away and die on me?”
Joanna never saw Rudy
again.
His cousin Olivia worked
at Kellogg’s Diner on Metropolitan.
“Rudy’s dealing in Long Island, and
the towns off the Jersey Turnpike,”
she whispered to Jo across the counter, but showed a quivery smile.
Joanna suspected worse. Bot-

existed in a fog. She copped wherever she could. Sometimes from her
friend Ali’s ex, Frederick Dorn, or
from local Brooklyn dealers, other
times forced to stand in line outside
a condemned building in Alphabet
City where you handed over money and hoped and prayed you’d get
drugs back in return then be allowed
to leave unharmed. Joanna’s cheap
$700 a month rent for the entire floor

or night. On the third afternoon, Joanna went back to Luca’s. She didn’t
miss Rudy, but needed more coke.
“Uncle Sal. You heard anything from Rudy? He’s never stayed
away this long.”
“He got the message.” Sal’s
eyes looked cold. Hard. Dead. “Rudy
took his truck to Jersey, said he makes
more money out there with his business.
He’ll be back by summer, so change
the locks on your door.” Sal squinted. “Are you sick? You look thin. Too
thin.” He turned. “Hey, Eddie? Some
food for the young lady here, on the
house.” Sal forced a smile. “How are

tom rung “associates”got whacked every year if they didn’t pay back debts
or stiffed higher-ups on percentages
from their profits. The whole episode
made Joanna wonder if she’d transformed into that Hollies song, “King
Midas in Reverse.” Everything she
touched turned to shit. Her old boyfriend Clot, a comatose vegetable, her
music business career destroyed, and
now Rudy gone. She needed to freebase.

of a three-story, vinyl-sided house in
Williamsburg helped make her time
of quiet deterioration possible. Foregoing housecleaning, her place descended into squalor, clothes strewn
across furniture, cigarette ashes piled
up like the cremated remains of her
past life. After the kitchen sink filled
with dishes, she ordered out. Something stank like a dead mouse in the
alcove room. Joanna smelled bad too.
Christ, even her piss smelled weird—
all chemical and harsh.
By fall, when her severance
money dried up, Joanna panicked.
She’d changed her last name to Nil to

“Dress you up in my
love! Joanna hated
Sire’s star Madonna
back then...”

******
Months passed and Joanna
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sever any connection to the Morgan
family, her Bay Area parents. I will
not call them, I won’t ask for cash. That
would be admitting defeat, that her
whole move to the East Coast had
been a colossal failure. Her more than
ten years of success in A&R reduced
to this flawed ending. Unthinkable.
Sterling and Joan Morgan would love
to lead Joanna home to Palo Alto,
scoff at her “little adventure,” and inculcate the virtues of their exclusive
Northern California world.
“When are you moving back
west, Joanna?” her mother asked her
each year around Christmas time.
“New York is such a zoo.”
“Some day, Mom...”
“Haven’t you proven whatever it is you were trying to prove?”
******
“I miss you, Jo.” Ali, her first
boss at Warner Brothers, said on her
phone machine. She’d left messages
every few weeks since Joanna’s dismissal from Sire. All screened and
unreturned. Regardless, Ali continued leaving them, her tone calm and
even: “Let’s catch up,” or “I’d love to
have lunch with you,” or “What music are you listening to?”
Finally, in desperation, Joanna decided to call Ali back. If
they could meet, then she could ask
for a loan. Just a thousand to get her
through the month. Ali still believed
in her, and was gullible too. Who
knows? A job opportunity might
come Joanna’s way. For some reason,
as she pressed Ali’s phone number, a
Pixies song insinuated itself into her
brain.
“Hey, Ali,” Joanna said.
“Sorry I’ve been out of touch. You
know, the Sire thing, and then Rudy
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vanished. Probably ditched me.” She
held the phone between her shoulder
and ear while cracking her knuckles.
“That’s the best news I’ve
heard in years,” Ali said. “Rudy was
poison, a thug.”
“Yeah, you’re right. Listen, I
wanted to ask you something.” Joanna curled up on her couch. “Maybe
we could meet and talk. I don’t know
if you’re busy tonight...”
Ali sighed. “I have plans, Jo.”
“I just thought sooner would
be better, so I remember and don’t
space it.” Joanna tried to laugh but
felt a headache coming on and a dull
ache inhabiting her bones.
Stay strong; don’t beg. Don’t let Ali
hear the chemical hunger in your voice.
“Uh, well...” Ali sounded distracted. “Can you come by my place,
day after tomorrow at eight? I’m having a few friends over, real casual, but
we can slip off and talk alone, okay?”
“Seymour won’t be there,
will he?” Joanna clutched the coiled
phone cord in her fingers.
“No, just regular friends,” Ali
said. “No record company people.
See you then.”
Joanna hung up, but heard
that same Pixies song pulsing in her
head with the lyric about a hole in
the sky. Joanna thought of Liquid Sky,
the movie she’d seen at a midnight
screening in the East Village when
she lived there with Clot in the early eighties. Back then, they ghosted
across St. Marks Place, safe inside
his stay-the-fuck-away junkie haze,
both dressed like downtown royalty
in black leather and Doc Martens,
subsisting on Veselka soup and free
drinks from Clot’s bandmate working
at Telephone Bar. Who could miss
that filthy, smelly, dangerous world?
She did.

******
When Joanna arrived at the
Upper West Side apartment, Ali acted startled for a second, then smiled.
From the entrance alcove, Joanna
could peer halfway into the living
room. She saw their mutual friend,
Van Monk, a couple who resembled
college professors and a large man Joanna guessed was a Pacific Islander.
He sat like a statue. Waiting.
“Hey, is Frederick coming?”
Joanna asked. Maybe she could get a
loan from Ali and also cop some blow
from him. Extra value for the effort
of Joanna’s elaborate subway route
from Brooklyn.
Ali seemed puzzled.
“You know, Freddie Dorn.
Your ex-husband,” Joanna clarified.
Her throat felt dry and itchy, her
heartbeat irregular.
“Oh, yeah,” Ali said. “He,
uh, might swing by, you know, later
on.”
Joanna realized something
was odd. Ali clearly lying, but why?
In retrospect, Joanna could have run.
But where, and to what? She’d seen
the toothless, homeless woman on
Avenue A who offered men gum-jobs
in exchange for crack. Joanna’s low
water marker. As long as you don’t sink
that far, you’re okay.
“Come on. Let me introduce
you to everyone.” Ali took her firmly
by the arm.
Joanna’s jaw twitched, fear
trembling up into her ribs. Her head
felt cold, drained of blood, needles
pricking her skin from all sides as she
shuffled toward the living room.
Van Monk smiled as one would
to a dying pet. While the Pacific Islander sat with his arms crossed, almost slumbering. And what the fuck

were those two random guys she
dated maybe five years ago doing
there? Then Joanna saw her parents—Sterling showing no emotion
as usual, Joan as distraught as two
facelifts would allow—and she knew.
Unequivocally. Irrevocably. They all
stood, forming a scrum like a sports
team, and advanced slowly.
“No, I don’t want to go,” Joanna yelled, suddenly flat on the carpet, pounding her fists on the floor.
“I’m all right. It’s not that bad. This is
bullshit, leave me alone. None of your
damn business anyway. I’m an adult,
I can manage it.” After her tantrum
subsided, Joanna gazed up through
tear-blurred vision at Ali, then over to
Van Monk. “I thought you were my
friends.”
The Pixies “Monkey’s Gone
to Heaven” played somewhere in the
distance, but the escape Joanna imagined through a hole in the sky, existed
in a different room, a different time,
and another world away.
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The Greatest Show on Earth - Hailey Foglio

The Greatest Show on Earth
Hailey Foglio

I

see the juggling club first, tumbling handle
over body over handle over body, eventually being
caught by the net below. It is too early in her act for
the club to fall. I was watching a freckled boy in the
front row when it happened as he chucked handfuls of
popcorn at the ground, stomped the kernels into the
dirt, then, turning to the patron behind him, dropped
the popcorn, piece by piece, on the man’s scuffed
leather shoes. Leather Shoes leaned forward and said
something to the boy’s mother, who barked back at the
man. The man leaned back in his seat, red-faced at
what the mother had said. I wanted to be annoyed at
the boy, annoyed that between breaking down the sets
and scrubbing my face raw to remove hardened paint, I
would also have to clean up his mess. But boys are like
that sometimes.
When the club catches my eye, I cringe and
turn toward the highwire where Lily will now have to
compensate for her mistake, recovering quickly and
moving into the acrobatic portion of her performance
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sooner than usual. I know she will be disappointed in
herself for this. She eases her right foot onto the wire
behind her left, swings it out to the side, then back.
The wire shakes side to side beneath her. She glances
down at her feet, and maybe that’s the death sentence,
a violation of a golden rule: Never, ever look at your
feet. She lets the last two clubs slip from her fingers.
When she falls, she reaches for the wire, misses, then
drops from the sky.
It’s the metal snap of the highwire support that
has me charging the ring, knocking the freckled boy to
the ground, spilling the last remnants of his popcorn. I
hear the first few gasps of a coming sob, but I don’t look
back.
The net has collapsed.
I shove my way through audience members
now on their feet, their murmurs soft but growing
louder. I process only pieces of what they say.
What happ...
...that girl okay?

Their bodies are conflicted,
each person I pass wavering between
wanting to walk toward the stage, to
offer aid, and wanting to stay back,
out of the way. The bodies ease forward and back, then forward again,
and in the end, I’m using my shoulders, my elbows, anything I have to
make it through the masses.
We are running in from all
three entrances, Cuddy, Hank and I,
leaping over the small barrier separating us from her, then onto the net.
The closer I get to Lily, the worse it
becomes. One leg bent unnaturally
out to her side. Darkness spreading
from behind her ears. I slow down
because I don’t know how fast you’re
supposed to run at a girl who fell from
a highwire. I don’t want to disturb the
rope or her dress or the ground beneath her. Cuddy has stopped now,
too, a few feet away, statuesque and
staring. The tent is silent.
I drop down to my hands and
knees, and crawl the last few feet.
“Lily?”
Rocks scrape my hands, and
dirt coats the scrapes. When I finally
get to her, it’s not as bad as I thought.
With her bright blue skirt sprawled
around her, hands relaxed at her
sides, she looks almost graceful, like
dancing, the blood like a pillow under her head. I wipe my hands on
my dirty shirt, clap them against my
pants, and reach for her.
“Lily?”
“Archer!” Hank’s voice cuts
through the silence, but I don’t turn
for him.
I put my fingers to her cheeks,
across her eyelids, along her hairline.
Her hair is an absolute black, the
blood invisible against it. I catch a
curl that has sprung free and tuck it

back into place.
“Archer, stop!” I can hear
Hank racing heavy-footed toward
me, but he is a small man with small
legs and a small stride, and that is why
he’s yelling, why he’s always yelling,
because he knows how long it will
take him to reach me.
I tilt my head and put my ear
next to her mouth, a perfect mouth,
to see if she’s breathing. I can’t tell. I
put two fingers against the side of her
neck like I’ve seen a hundred times in
the movies, but feel nothing. I don’t
know if I’m doing it right.
“Lily, come on.”
“Archer!”
“Get up.”
“Don’t touch her!”
“Lily. Please. Come on,
please.” I put my hands on her shoulders. I want to shake her awake.
“Archer!”
Two hands on the back of
my shirt drag me to the ground and
away from Lily’s body. They are connected to Cuddy.
“You have to stop, Archer.”
“But Lily—”
“I know.” His head sags, his
bowler cap dropping. “But you can’t
touch her right now.”
And maybe it’s Hank bringing a doctor from the crowd to
Lily’s body, or the way that the doctor knows how to do the fingers on
the neck thing just right, or the way
that Hank glances at me, or maybe the way that Cuddy’s makeup,
blue around the eyes, red around the
mouth, white everywhere else, makes
his face look already haunted. Maybe it’s the net. But when my eyes get
wet, black then white paint seep into
them, and they burn, and this is what
makes me scream.

“Lily! Lily!” Her name over
and over because I can’t think of anything else to say. I try to get back to
her, but Cuddy holds onto my arm,
keeping me away. Eventually, I fall
and sit and bury my face in my shirt
until the doctor tells me it’s okay, but
she’s not. I can go to her, I can touch
her, but she won’t be waking up. Cuddy releases me, watching from a distance. I crawl to her, run my fingers
back over her cheeks, her eyelids,
her hairline. I kiss her because this
is how I wake her up every day, and
because this is what works in the stories, but she doesn’t kiss me back, so I
lie beside her and cry into her chest,
leaving smudges of white against her
dress. I stay until someone takes her
away.
******
Lily was Cuddy’s girlfriend
first, way before I came along. Cuddy
was Hank’s nephew. His parents died
when he was eight, and Hank took
him in, raised him among the freaks
and the performers and the barely
tamed animals. Cuddy took to the
circus quickly. Years later, at fifteen
years old, Lily showed up after a show
in Florida, her mother having left her
as a baby, her father suddenly dead.
“All I need is somewhere to
sleep,” she’d said. “And I can show
you the most amazing things.” Or so
the story goes. Cuddy was a clown,
had been a clown for years. He always said that the day he met Lily,
sweat streaking his makeup, dirty and
disheveled, was the only day he’d ever
been embarrassed about his job. But
he got over it quickly, and it wasn’t
two weeks before they were holding
hands and slipping out at night to
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meet behind the prop trailer.
“It was a hard love,” he’d
told me once. “Fast, physical, more
about avoiding loneliness than anything else.” He’d paused. “Not like
what you two have.”
It was two years after their
first meeting that I came into the picture. I was alone in the world, like all
of us were, left at a church at six days
old, unadopted and drifting ever since.
I was in Southern California when
I started seeing the signs: HANK
WILLOUGHBY 3-RING CIRCUS.
They were cropping up everywhere,
modern pictures made to look vintage. Xavier the Strongman. Tempest the Tiger. The Jakowski Brothers
Trapeze Troupe. The Tallest Woman
Alive. Cuddy the Clown. And finally: Lily the Magnificent. The picture
of Lily was magic. A shot of her act
from the view of the audience, one
hand on the wire balancing her entire
body above her. Then a photo inset,
a close-up of Lily’s face, black and
white, a smile in just the corner of
her mouth, eyes glancing to the side,
wavy hair braided over one shoulder.
I took the poster down as gently as I
could, careful not to rip it on the staples that had been used to secure it to
the rotting, wooden telephone pole. I
folded the poster in half once, then
again, and stuck it in my back pocket.
That night, when I walked through
the field of parked cars leading to the
tents in the distance, it was her I was
going to see.
The tent was striped, red and
white, casting a pink light over everything it contained, a cotton candy daydream. Rows upon rows of bleacher
seats grew from the ground, and they
were packed with patrons, most-
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ly parents with children. Screeches
and giggles ricocheted off the beams
propping up the tent. Everything
smelled sweet, like snow cones and
chocolate bars, melting and sticky. I
found a seat two rows from the top,
between a heavyset man wrangling
two small, enthusiastic children and
an even heavier man holding two and
a half hot dogs. The lights dimmed.
Music blared up at the rafters, three men on drums, two on
horns and someone, somewhere, was
playing an accordion. This signaled
the entrance of ringleader Hank Willoughby, dapper in a tux and top hat.
“Ladies and gentlemen!”
Hank’s voice boomed around the patrons. “Welcome one and all to the
Hank Willoughby Three-Ring Circus!”
Cheers erupted from the
bleachers.
“Tonight you will bear witness to feats and treats and men and
women you’ll never find anywhere
else!”
As the crowd continued to
cheer, something began rising inside
of me, expanding in my chest. I still
get that feeling every time a show
starts, and I still don’t have a name
for it. Not excitement. Not anticipation. Something altogether different
and thrilling and intoxicating.
“Allow me to introduce you
all to a man we discovered amongst
our many travels, in the deepest
depths of the Australian outback, living alongside the most vicious of saltwater crocodiles...” His voice trailed
off, and the hopeful expectations of
the crowd brought them to their feet,
craning to see inside the different entrances. “Xavier the Strongman!”

Xavier emerged from the far
entrance, the biggest man I’ve ever
seen, even from the top of the bleachers. Muscles bulged huge and round,
the curves of them cutting hard inside his skin. Thighs strained against
the shorts of his Spandex unitard. His
act consisted of strength tests, tossing
truck tires from one side of the ring
to the other, lifting weights above his
head, balancing a little person on one
hand. Boys all around the audience
started rolling up their sleeves to expose their upper arms, flexing at one
another, comparing the size of their
muscles. Arguments ensued about
what mattered more: size of the arm
or the hardness when you squeezed it.
The acts continued with
Tempest the Tiger and his tiger tamer, an older man with silver hair and
a mustache that curled up at the ends.
Whenever Tempest approached
the man, the audience tensed, and
screams turned to whispers as they
waited to see if the tiger would tear
the man apart. He didn’t, of course,
but he sure came close enough that I
wondered if the tiger was truly tamed
or if the man was just quick on his
feet.
There were the Jakowski
Brothers up on the trapeze, soaring
and spiraling through the air. The
Tallest Woman Alive, who stood next
to The Smallest Man Alive for the
sake of comparison. The acts continued, and between each one, Cuddy
the Clown came out to entertain the
masses while prop guys moved the sets
and equipment around to prepare for
the next performer. Cuddy made the
audience laugh, and not just the kids,
but the parents, too. He had a way of
acting, a way of being, that made him

easy to like. He made you feel like you
were part of the show, like you were
just as important to the act as he was,
and that really meant something people.
As the show neared its close,
the lights flickered off one by one,
clockwise around the tent. There
were five seconds of darkness, then
six, then seven, then a beam of light

say if she was even breathing. She
was a statue, perfectly still. Perfect
and still. One foot stepped out onto
the wire, delicate, testing, before settling. The other followed, slipped to
the front of her stance. She went on
like this until she made it to the middle of the highwire and came to a
stop. She bent her arms in front of
her, a breath, a small toss of one club

hand and lifted her arms, expectant.
The crowd cheered, as she knew they
would. One by one, she dropped
each club to Cuddy the Clown, who
caught then tossed them into a barrel
near one of the entrances. The girl
remained. Another long moment of
silence and three steps forward, she
arched her body backwards, throwing her arms behind her, landing her

as bright as the sun flashed to life, far
above the bleachers. The light landed on a platform that held a girl. The
one from the poster.
She stood frozen at the edge
of the platform, hands at her sides,
two juggling clubs in one grip, a third
in the other. She didn’t move at first,
and from so far below, it was hard to

and then her hands were moving in
a pattern, easy circles, tossing and
grasping, tossing and grasping. It was
a simple performance, elegant. And
when she lifted one foot off the rope,
balancing perfectly on the ball of the
other, the audience went silent.
She returned her foot to the
rope, collected all three clubs in one

hands on the rope. She flipped her
legs over her body, thin and long,
landing them steadily on the rope
behind her. She repeated this process
twice more, then reversed it, throwing
her body forward. On a final backward attempt, she flung her arms behind her, both hands on the rope, and
when she was supposed to bring her

“He always said that the day
he met Lily, sweat streaking his
makeup, dirty and disheveled,
was the only day he’d ever
been embarrassed about his
job.”
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legs all the way to the other side, she
froze mid-motion. She balanced on
two hands, legs split evenly at either
side of her waist. The crowd cheered,
and when she lifted one hand from
the rope, balancing her entire body,
every curve of it, on a single hand,
they roared. And so did I. It was just
like the picture.
The girl righted herself on
the rope, and walked the remainder
of the way to the other side. Once
there, she took a bow, and as she stood
up, smoothed one hand over her hair,
flattening the loose strands. She did
this all in one motion as she always
would, the bow/hair check combination.
“When it’s all said and done,
you’ve got to look the part, baby.”
Those were the kinds of things she
said.
I was on my feet at the same
moment as everyone else. I cupped
my hands around my mouth and
yelled something I can’t remember.
Part of me thinks it may have been
words, something like “Yeah!” or
“Woooo!” But another part of me
feels like it was just noise, unnameable sounds that crawled up from
deep inside my lungs, brought to the
surface by the girl on the rope.
Hank strolled out from one
of the entrances, arms lifted at his
sides, as if he was the one the crowd
was cheering for. Lily sidled up beside
him. “Ladies and gentlemen, Lily the
Magnificent!” And she was.
******
I didn’t leave when the show
ended. Instead, I watched while the
Strongman put away the props and
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equipment, while Cuddy the Clown
swept then broke down the bleachers,
while the crew started taking down
the tent.
It was Cuddy who noticed
me lingering. “Can I help you, sir?”
“Actually, yeah.” I cleared
my throat, smoothed my shirt against
my chest. “How, uh...” The question
seemed somehow hard to articulate.
“How do I get in?”
Cuddy’s eyebrows furrowed,
bits of paint left along his hairline,
around his ears, across his neck. “Into
what?”
“Into this.” I gestured to the
crumpling tent with one hand. “Into
the, uh, circus.” It felt like an odd
thing to say. Before that night, circuses felt like a myth, a story that little
kids make up, the punchline of a joke.
I want to run away and join the circus.
Cuddy laughed, raspy and
from his chest. He leaned against the
bleachers. “Look, friend. That feeling
will pass. You’re just caught up right
now, you know? By the wonder of the
thing. But it would only be a few days,
a week tops, before you’d skip out on
us and go back home.” Cuddy turned
his back to me, intent on brushing
bits of popcorn from the bleachers.
“I don’t have anywhere to be.
To go back to, I mean.”
Cuddy didn’t turn around
right away, but he paused, one hand
holding a miniature broom against
the metal bleacher, the other curved
around the side to catch the falling
pieces. His body eased back into motion. “I’ll talk to Hank.”
******
I shared a trailer with Cuddy

that night, and we left town the next
morning. Our trailer was attached to
the truck containing Tempest’s enclosure, and as we traveled, Cuddy
trained me in the art of clowning,
miming, juggling and gave me the
secrets to a handful of magic tricks.
When we stopped every now and
then to stretch our legs and take in
some fresh air, he demonstrated basic
cartwheels and somersaults.
I didn’t meet Lily that first
day, but I saw her occasionally, briefly, sipping water outside her trailer,
stretching her arms above her head,
then twisting her body side to side.
And every time I did, I felt a warmth
in my back pocket where I kept her
image tucked, always. I wanted to go
to her, to find out if her voice was at
all like I had imagined it, smooth and
easy, but whenever I mustered up the
courage, Cuddy was calling me to the
trailer so we could get back on the
road.
In the following days, he
taught me how to apply the makeup
without stinging my eyes and let me
create my own design: white base;
black diamonds stretched vertically around the eyes; small black lips.
Cuddy grinned and patted me on the
back, then gave me some clothes to
wear: tweed, dark brown pants that
barely hit my ankles; a red and white
striped shirt reminiscent of the Big
Top; faux leather suspenders; a bowler’s hat to match his.
I stepped out of the trailer, fully costumed for the first time,
and tripped down the steps when I
saw Lily outside the door. She wasn’t
wearing the dress from her show, the
blue one that glittered in the light, but
a pair of jeans, a tight black hood-

ie and thick-rimmed glasses. Black
hair fell in loose waves around her
face. Dark eyes flicked around my
makeup, over my clothes. She flashed
a small smile, and if there was anyone
in the world who could make you feel
important with only the twitch of her
mouth, it was Lily. Cuddy appeared
behind her, clapping and hollering.
He cupped his hands around his
mouth and made a sound like static,
an attempt to recreate the sound of a
crowd of cheering fans.
“Take it off!”
Lily laughed, and the world
as I knew it collapsed in on itself,
replaced by a new one, the one that
contained her. When she spoke to
me, her voice was soft. She held out a
hand. “Lily the Magnificent.” I found
later that she would always and forever introduce herself as such.
“Archer.” Her hand was small
inside mine, the skin rough from the
rope.
Then Cuddy threw an arm
around her neck. “We gotta work,
baby.”
She nodded and tilted her
head back when he leaned in to kiss
her. I should have assumed it would
go that way.
******
There were only a few days
until the next show, just over the Nevada border in northern Arizona, and
Cuddy was insistent that I perform
alongside him, that I couldn’t wait it
out until the next one. “You just gotta
do it, man.”
So I did.
Our routine was your basic
Three Stooges stuff with a few tricks

thrown in. After each main performance, I ran out to the center ring
behind Cuddy, blood pumping, or
barely pumping, and everything
was faint-worthy. Sure, the crowd
was loud when I sat in the bleachers
that first night, but at the center of
the ring, it felt like the center of the
world, and all of the sounds of that
world surged up around me, its collective breath hot and sweet and salted.
Cuddy bowed and curtsied
and bowed, over and over, and the
crowd laughed. When he turned and
walked toward his clubs at the edge of
the ring, I stuck out one foot, and he
tumbled dramatically to the ground.
And then we were on. My feigned
innocence. His backfiring acts of revenge. It was somehow both the hardest and the easiest thing in the world.
The crowd ate it up. Not because it
was particularly funny or because we
were particularly good, but because
we were a novelty, and they were at a
circus, and it all seemed like the greatest show on Earth, as they say.
Toward the end of the show,
I waited in the wings as the lights flickered off one by one, clockwise around
the tent. There were five seconds of
darkness, then six, then seven...We
stayed in that town for one week, and
I waited for this moment every night.
For the lights, then the darkness, then
Lily, and every time, I felt the same
thing: an extra heartbeat thrown in
among the rest, followed by a twisting of my insides. She never dropped
a club, she never stumbled, and she
never fell. Every night, she was perfect.
******

As we broke everything down
after our last show in Arizona, Lily
came to me, hand outstretched and
holding a bottle of water. I didn’t
know how to find words around her
yet, so I opened the bottle and took a
sip.
“I can see you, you know.
Watching me.”
The water did not go down
easily, like water should. She smiled,
and that made it worse. “Doesn’t everyone?”
She shrugged. “Maybe. But
not like you.” She sipped from her
own bottle. “Just an observation.”
And she was gone as quickly as she
came.
I didn’t see her much after
we hit the road again. She moved
around the trailers like a ghost, showing up only in the corner of my vision, gone when I turned to look for
her. But when we’d finally settled in a
new town, she showed up again while
I was rehearsing behind the trailer,
juggling clubs in the last light the day
had to offer. I had a pretty good run
going when I heard her voice.
“Hey.”
The clubs thudded against
the grass as I turned to her. “Hey.”
She stepped forward and
handed me a mug. “Hot chocolate.”
She was always bringing me something to drink. We sat against the
trailer.
“Thanks.” I drank too much
too fast, forgetting that the liquid
would be hot, and my tongue burned.
I tried not to show it.
She clasped her hands
around her mug, the steam rolling up
to meet her chin. “So do you like it
here?”
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I thought about the crowd
and the tent and Cuddy. I thought
about Lily, then nodded. “Yeah. I
do.”
One corner of her mouth
turned up. “That’s good.” She stared
at me for a minute, and I don’t know
if I ever would have looked away if
she hadn’t gotten up. “Wait for me.”
She spun on the balls of her feet and
weaved her way around the trailer.
I waited.
“Okay.” I turned, and Lily
was making her way back to me, juggling clubs in one hand, mug in the
other. She set her mug on a patch of
grass near the trailer, careful it didn’t
tip on the uneven surface. She took
my mug from me and repeated the
process. “Take this.” She handed me
my clubs, then put her hands on my
shoulders and guided my body back
and to the right. “You stand here.”
She looked up at me, and I could
have said nothing. I could have stayed
silent, and I think she would have
waited for confirmation, for me to
say something, all the while with her
hands on me. But she was Cuddy’s
girl, after all.
I nodded. “Okay.”
She then took eight giant
steps backwards. “So, this is what
we’re going to do.” She held two
clubs in her right hand, one in her
left. “We’re going to count one, two,
three...” She dropped her clubs, then
lifted them each time she said a number. “Then.” She paused, smiling.
“We’re each going to juggle. And
when I say ‘hup,’ I’m going to pass a
club from my right hand to you, and
you’re going to pass a club from your
right hand to me.”
Cuddy did not prepare me
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for that. “And then what?”
She laughed. “And then you
catch it and keep juggling.”
I had a hard time even imagining in my head how it would work
and what it would look like, but she
smirked at me, and she was excited,
and so I went with it.
“Arright, one, two, three.”
Our clubs were up in the air.
This, I could handle.
“Are you ready?”
“Not real—”
“Hup!” And her club came
flying toward me. I’d forgotten to pass
mine, and ended up with four clubs
scattered in the dirt around me.
Lily laughed, one hand on
her stomach. “You have to pass, too.”
I should have felt embarrassed, and part of me did, but mostly I felt motivated. I was going to figure it out, and when I did, she would
be impressed, and when she was,
she’d stay out here with me and with
the hot chocolate, and we would sit
and talk or not talk, and it wouldn’t
matter either way because I could be
there, next to her.
“One, two, three.”
Clubs in the air.
“Hup!”
I passed that time, but nowhere she could reach, and when it
came time to work her club into my
rotation, I failed.
We went on like this.
“One, two, three.”
Clubs in the air.
“Hup!”
Over and over. When I
managed to get a good pass to her, I
dropped my own clubs, and when I
managed to get her club working with
mine, my pass to her went haywire.

She paused, her eyes on me.
“You gotta breathe, Archer.”
So I did, and then: “Hup!”
I got it.
We only worked in one pass
before I dropped it all again, but
that was all she needed. Lily held her
clubs above her head and screamed
because she was excited and proud
and because I had impressed her. She
galloped to me, pulled my face close
to hers, and pressed her lips to my
cheek. She put her clubs under one
arm, picked up her mug, and walked
away. She said nothing but looked
back once over her shoulder to smile.
Each night, we would go out
behind the trailer and practice passing. She was good, way better than
I would probably ever be. Cuddy
dropped in every once in a while to
shoot the shit and see how I was doing, but mostly he spent time in the
trailer, writing new jokes or skits or
figuring out how we could incorporate more stunts into our bits. So most
of the time, it was just us, me and
Lily, juggling and passing and laughing, and maybe there were more romantic things we could have been
doing, maybe I should have been trying harder to woo her, but she wasn’t
mine, and if the only part I got of her
was this part, that would be fine, plenty, more than enough.
******
One night after a show in
Janesville, Wisconsin, Lily and I were
in the back when the rain started. Just
a drizzle at first, drops here and there,
and the sky was cloudy, but not dark.
“What’s a little rain between

jugglers?” She winked, and we continued on, until all at once, the sky
opened, sheets of rain coming down
hard, and I ran to the trailer I shared
with Cuddy. I hoped she would follow, but when I glanced back, I saw
her running in the opposite direction,
toward her own trailer, and tried not
to be disappointed.
The first thing I did once I
made it to shelter was reach into my
back pocket as carefully as I could
and pull out Lily’s poster. As I unfolded it, I noticed small tears along the
edges of each crease. I set it gently
on the table, smoothed it out, then
turned my focus to my sopping wet
everything. I peeled back each layer,
dropped the wet pieces in the shower basin, then found a dry towel. I
pulled on a pair of boxers and an old
t-shirt before grabbing Cuddy’s blow
dryer and making my way back to the
table.
The exact moment I plugged
in the blow dryer, the trailer door
swung open, and Lily charged in.
“Sorry. My windows were
open.” She pulled the door closed behind her, then leaned over the back
of the couch to open the blinds and
look outside, lightning flashing bright
against her face.
I tried not to look at her,
clothes soaked through to her skin,
but I could see the shapes of her, legs
and back and chest. I dropped my
eyes.
“What is that?”
Lily’s attention was on me
then, or more specifically, on the poster in front of me. “Oh, um, well—”
“Where did you get it?”
“I think, maybe—”
“Is it yours?” Her eyes flicked

to the hair dryer, and I tried to tuck it
behind my back.
“Actually, I’m pretty sure it’s
Cuddy’s, and—”
“That’s not Cuddy’s.”
I swallowed hard. “You don’t
know that.”
“I do know that because
this,” she put a finger on the poster,
and I worried, stupidly, that she might
rip it, “is soaking wet. And I just saw
Cuddy, who is clear on the other side
of the lot.”
“Well, maybe, I don’t know,
he dropped it, maybe, in the sink or
the shower or—”
She lowered her voice. “Why
do you have this?”
I sighed. “Before I saw you
for the first time, before I went to the
circus, I saw this. It was stapled to a
telephone pole. And I just...took it.”
She looked at the poster, then
to me. “Why?”
“Come on, Lily.” I couldn’t
look at her. “You know why.”
I felt her eyes on me, but
didn’t have the courage to meet them.
I don’t know how long we stood like
that. Five minutes? An hour? But I
could hear her small breaths and the
soft chattering of her teeth. I wanted
to offer her a towel or a blanket.
“Archer.”
I breathed deep and turned
to her, but her mouth was already rising up to meet mine, and when it did,
I could feel it in my whole body. She
snaked her arms around my neck,
cold and wet and hers, and I slipped
mine around her before I realized
what I was doing. She smelled like
dirt and wet cotton, but she tasted like
chocolate and cinnamon, and all the
things I imagined she would.

I pulled back long enough to
say, “Cuddy,” but I guess she didn’t
hear me because she didn’t stop, and
I didn’t stop, and it was so easy to go
on like that with her.
******
The next day, Lily and Cuddy broke up. I don’t know any of
the details about how that all went
down, though I assume Lily initiated
it. Cuddy didn’t talk to me about it,
and I don’t know what I would have
said if he did. While he seemed upset
about it, depressed, even, it felt like he
knew it was coming. A few days later, when he came across me and Lily
behind the trailer, breaking from juggling practice, her hand in mine, he
figured it out.
We didn’t speak for days unless it was about our performance,
and when we did, his words came
out from behind a clenched jaw. But
after a show one night, a few weeks
after he saw us, I happened upon
him and a patron leaning against the
trunk of her car, tongues locked. Her
mouth made its way down his neck,
and Cuddy turned to me, smiling,
and shot me a thumbs up. After that,
things slipped back into normalcy,
except that when Lily dropped her
clubs from the highwire, they fell
to me instead of Cuddy. And when
blisters rose on the few places left on
her palms where blisters could still
form, I was the one who wrapped her
hands. That’s what I was doing the
first time she told me she loved me,
eyes huge and bright. I brought my
stuff into her trailer that night.
After that, we were inseparable. Because being with Lily was like
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being home and whole and all the
things I never was without her. Because something inside of her spoke
to something inside of me, and nothing scared me and nothing hurt and
nothing bad would ever happen because I loved her, and more miraculously, she loved me. And we could
have lived forever like that.
******
Three years almost to the
day after she told me she loved me,
I sit in Hank’s trailer that doubles as
his office. We are back in California.
Hank sits behind an unsteady metal
table screwed into the floor of the
trailer. I sit across from him.
“Are you sure you want to do
this, Archer?” Cuddy’s voice is deep
and quiet. He leans against the trailer
wall.
I nod. “I’m sure.”
“Where will you go?” he asks
in a voice now heavy and worried.
“I don’t know.”
“Maybe you should stay here
until you figure it out.” Hank’s eyes
are hopeful, and I feel guilty ruining
that for him.
“I can’t.”
“Why not?”
“Because I can’t.”
Cuddy puts a hand on my
shoulder. “Come on. I’ll help you
pack.”
I stand and hold my hand out
to Hank. “Thank you for everything.”
I can see that Hank is hesitant to take
my hand, maybe because once he
does, he knows I’ll be gone.
“You know how to find us if
you need us.” He shakes my hand.
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“Yes, sir.”
I turn and follow Cuddy back
to our trailer. He’s already brought
my stuff over from Lily’s. I gather my
clothes, the few articles of it I have,
and some snapshots of Cuddy and
me that we pinned to the wall. He
hands me a vinyl pack.
“Your clubs.” He holds the
bag out to me. “And Lily’s.”
I don’t grab them right away
because I don’t know if I want them.
Cuddy shakes the bag at me, and I
take it.
“Also, this.” He holds out the
poster.
“I can’t.”
“Archer.”
“I don’t want it.”
Cuddy folds the poster
carefully along the seams that I’d
smoothed down over and over and
over. He takes a notebook off the table, flips to the middle and sticks the
poster inside. “You’ll want this. Eventually, you will want this.” He shoves
the notebook in the club bag.
“Thanks.”
“Yeah.”
We stand there, and then we
hug, and before I realize it, I’m closing the trailer door behind me, trekking out into the California sun.
I am exactly where I started.
Before I saw the poster, before the
circus, before Cuddy. Before Lily. I
am exactly where I started, and nothing about this world has changed. It
feels like I lived a different kind of life
under that tent, a parallel existence,
and here, in the real world, I am the
only one who knows she is gone. The
only one to feel the emptiness of her
and the void where she used to be,
the only one to miss her, and as time
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goes on, I worry that I won’t remember how to miss her, or that I won’t
miss her the right way, or that I will
stop missing her. I make it less than a
mile before I stop and drop my stuff.
I crouch down and put my head in
my arm, and I cry because everything
hurts, and it hurts too much not to,
and it’s so much harder to live in a
world where I am the only one to miss
her.
A trailer door opens up on
the road beside me. An arm around
my shoulder, another to pick up my
bags, and Cuddy leads me back inside.

Michael Howard

I

met John Timbs in ninth grade when
I was fourteen and he was fifteen, he having failed
second grade, though he’d always maintain he
was held back and that that was different. We
were in the same history class and we bonded
over a shared interest in the Third Reich, of all
things.
My own curiosity at the time was
limited to Nazi atrocities—Einsatzgruppen and
so forth, normal stuff—but Timbs’ fascination
ran a lot deeper. He was into the political
structure of Hitler’s Germany; the machinery of
totalitarianism; the various forms of repression.
If it’s possible for a fifteen-year-old to be a fascist,
Timbs was a fascist.

Probably there’s a connection between
that and what he ultimately did. I don’t know.
Neither of us had many friends at the time.
We didn’t play sports or do any extracurricular
stuff. So for the next couple years we mostly hung
out with each other. I remember the first night I
went over to his house. His parents and his dad’s
brother sat in the dining room drinking beer and
talking loudly. It was impossible not to overhear
their conversation, peppered with words like
“nigger” and “spic” and “fag.” That was kind of
a jolt.
Timbs hardly ever talked about politics
back then, but when he did it was from a hardright perspective, which I guess he got from his
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parents. They were always on about
Democratic politicians and the liberal media and so on. The “left”—that
abstract spatial entity—was taking
away our freedoms and letting in immigrants and giving out welfare and
just plain ruining the country. They
almost never shut up about it.
It’s probably impossible to say
what kind of views Timbs would’ve
adopted had his parents been apolitical, or just less militant about things.
But there’s no doubt that his steady
drift to the left was his way of showing defiance and self-determination
and the rest of it. He hated his parents and, by all appearances, the feeling was mutual.
While Timbs never showed
up to school with black eyes or anything, I know for a fact that his father,
Stan, roughed him up. When the
abuse wasn’t physical it was verbal. I
don’t think I can recall one moment
of affection between the two of them,
and I was over there a lot. His mother
was nice enough as long as she wasn’t
drinking, and I got the impression
that her uglier traits had been picked
up from her husband.
Anyway, the abuse peaked
and then came to a stop junior year,
right around the time Timbs started
pushing back against his father’s politics. They were going at it all the time.
It got to the point where I refused to
go over there anymore. Timbs would
tell me the stories at school. One
morning he walked up to me and said
with a big smile on his face:
“Knocked
the
bastard
down.”
“Stan?”
“Yup. He got shitfaced again
and came at me with his belt. But
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he’s so old and fat now, I hit him and
shoved him back and he fell on his
ass. He slept right there on the floor.”
“Shit,” I said. “Well, I guess
it was bound to happen.”
“Sure was.”
By the time we graduated
high school, Timbs was calling himself a liberal and talking a lot about
certain political issues. My own interest in politics was minimal—it still
is—and this kind of drove a wedge
between us. Nonetheless, we stayed
close friends and both ended up going to college at MLU, where he studied communications and I studied
business management.
We lived close enough to
campus to commute, but Timbs
chose to dorm, probably to get away
from his parents, who he still pretty
much hated even though they had
mellowed out some. I began seeing
less and less of him after he found a
group of politically active students to
spend time with.
One night during our second
semester, I tagged along with Timbs
and met up with his new friends at a
coffee shop.
“Who are these people
again?” I asked as we walked down
the sidewalk.
“Just some friends of mine.
We get together a few times a week.
Some of them write for the school paper.”
“Didn’t know we had a
school paper.”
He looked at me and flashed
his old smile and said, “You should
check it out.”
Timbs told me we were going
to be “engaging in discussion” that
night, but all they seemed to do was

complain about everything. A professor in one of the girls’ classes had
assigned The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn, which apparently has some like
ugly racialized content in it, and they
all talked for an hour about how that
sort of thing should only be taught if
everyone in the class consents to it. I
don’t know much about books, but
I tried saying that maybe the author
was showing racism for a particular
reason, and that the professor should
be able to teach what he wants.
Timbs and his friends didn’t like that,
though, and it was like seven against
one, so I decided to just shut up. It
was pretty obvious they didn’t want
me there, and furthermore that any
opposing views weren’t welcome.
A couple weeks later, Timbs
invited me out again, same coffee
shop with the same people.
“I don’t know,” I told him.
“I really don’t like talking about that
stuff.”
“Stuff?”
“Yeah. You know, politics
and stuff.”
He sighed. “I don’t see how
you can be so apathetic.” Then he
paused and said with sort of a sneer,
“Actually, I can. You’re white, and
you’re male, so you don’t really have
to worry about injustice or oppression.”
I looked at him and frowned.
It was the first time Timbs had ever
said anything like that to me, and I’ll
admit I was a little irritated by it.
“Uh, so are you,” I said.
“Which is why I’m being proactive and trying to change things.”
“By doing what? Sitting
around a coffee shop and agreeing
with each other about everything?”

“I write about issues.” He
was getting defensive.
“You wrote one article in the
school paper,” I countered. “It was
like two paragraphs long.”
“More than you’ve done,” he
snapped. “Why can’t you acknowledge that your privilege comes at the
expense of other people?”
“I don’t even know what the
hell you’re talking about.”
“My point exactly.” The
smugness on his face made me want
to clock him.
“Whatever. I’m going to work
out,” I said, turning away. “Have fun
with your comrades.”
Timbs and I didn’t speak
much after that—mostly just text
messages here and there—but he became more visible on campus, writing things in the school paper and attending politically-themed events and
even taking part in protests. It seemed
like he’d “found his calling,” and my
thought was: whatever, good for him.
A couple semesters after our
falling out, MLU made headlines for
its contribution to the debate about
free speech on college campuses. Actually, there were two incidents that
made the news (before the big one),
and Timbs was involved in both
of them. The first was when a few
rogues went around distributing buttons and flyers with “Trump for President” written on them. They also
chalked the slogan onto the sidewalk
overnight.
Well, shit hit the fan when a
group of like forty students, including Timbs, responded by staging a
demonstration in the student union.
At first it was pretty uneventful, just
a bunch of kids sitting there holding

signs (“We Will Not be Intimidated,”
“Hate Speech ≠ Free Speech,” etc.),
but then a few students went over to
them and began chanting “TRUMP,
TRUMP, TRUMP.”
People in the crowd started
pelting the Trumpists with food and
drinks. They came up with their own
chant: “HEY HEY, HO HO, HATE
SPEECH HAS GOT TO GO.” A
few called for civil discussion in vain.
One red-headed girl who was kind of
fat tripped as she stepped forward and
hit the deck, still waving her sign over
her head and chanting her camp’s refrain from the floor. Onlookers, myself included, recorded the skirmish
with their cell phones and uploaded
the videos to Twitter.
Campus security came over
and defused the situation before any
blood was shed, but Timbs and his
cohorts, and particularly Timbs as it
turned out, were just getting started.
That same day, they sent out a mass
email demanding the administration
identify and expel whoever wrote
“Trump for President” on the sidewalk. I happened to save a copy of
the email on my laptop; here it is in
full:
“Prior to the commencement of
pedagogy and learning on the very morning
of Tuesday, March 3, one or more students
presently enrolled in this very university
thought it admissible to assault our campus
grounds with vile and hateful pro-fascist
rhetoric, using red, white and blue chalk to
scrawl ‘Trump for President’ on the very tarmac each of us treks over on a daily basis in
order that we may pursue unmolested our betterment as both college students and human
beings (although we must on that note emphasize that we vehemently reject with pas-

sionate fury the patriarchal overtones of the
noun ‘human,’ its last three letters constituting incontrovertible proof of the centralized
position the male constituents of our species
have, since time immemorial and at the horrifying expense of their female counterparts,
enjoyed in this our profoundly phallogocentric
society).
While some radically privileged
individuals have since sought to rationalize and legitimize the abovementioned hate
speech via citation of so-called First Amendment rights, it is in fact the opinion of we the
undersigned—henceforth known as the Student Assembly Against All Forms of Bigotry
and Oppression Including But Not Limited
to: Phallogocentrism, White Nationalism,
Heteronormativity, Islamophobia, Cissexism, Ableism, Misogyny and Transphobia
(SAAAFBOIBNLPWNHICAMT)—
that such rhetorical violence as has been
carried out by the anonymous and craven
fascists in question cannot by any remotely
reasonable standard of decorum or decency
be judged mere ‘speech’ and thus cannot for
one solitary moment be countenanced by any
self-respecting institute of higher learning (a
title to which this very university presumably
lays claim), particularly given how many
students have openly and bravely confessed to
fearing for their very lives as a direct consequence of said violence.
As such, on behalf of systemically marginalized voices everywhere, the
SAAAFBOIBNLPWNHICAMT strenuously calls upon the very administration of
this very institution to take swift and decisive
action with the very exclusive aim of publicly identifying and subsequently expelling
immutably the very perpetrators of this heinous and reprehensible act of extraordinary
oppression. Reprisals are in order.”
I’m pretty sure Timbs wrote
that; his articles in the school paper
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were just as confusing. Anyway, the
administration responded saying
that, while they appreciated and sympathized with the group’s concerns,
they didn’t have the authority to expel
whoever wrote the slogans. “As a public institution, we have a duty to uphold the right of our students to express themselves freely,” they wrote, if
I remember right.
This was met with calls for
the dean of students to resign, and
for campus safe spaces to be created in which Donald Trump’s name
couldn’t be mentioned. By now the
media was all over it, and MLU became like the epicenter of the whole
free speech on campus controversy. It
was impossible to avoid.
One afternoon a reporter
from The Daily Beast approached me
and asked what I felt about everything.
“I don’t know,” I told her. “I
guess I don’t see what the big deal is.”
She asked if I agreed that the
students who wrote the chalk slogans
should be expelled.
“Not really. I mean, it’s a
public college, right? I don’t really
care what people write on the sidewalk.”
Yeah, but did I make a distinction between free speech and hate
speech?
“I don’t know. I guess.”
I’m not sure if she used my
quotes in her article. Probably not.
In response to all this, a
group of conservative students called
the Latter Day Lincolns invited some
Fox News analyst—don’t remember
his name—to speak on campus. Apparently he was known for saying a
lot of tough things about immigrants,
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and this touched off the second incident, an extension of the first.
Once the talk was scheduled, Timbs and his people took action to “de-platform” (their word)
the speaker. They said his presence
would create an environment of oppression and intimidation on campus, or something along those lines.
A petition they wrote got a couple
hundred signatures, and they lobbied the administration to cancel the
speech. The LDL pushed back with
talk of the First Amendment (at this
point I actually went online and read
the damn thing), and ultimately the
talk went ahead as planned, although
it was interrupted by protestors and
had to be shut down prematurely.
This was another big media story.
Shortly before the semester ended I ran into Timbs outside
the library. I hadn’t talked to him in
months. He asked me how my classes
went.
“Not bad. As and Bs, I think.
Finals will be hard though.”
“Yeah.” He seemed distracted.
“So did you help crash that
speech?”
He shook his head. “Nah. I
didn’t want to dignify it.”
“Right,” I said, confused. “I
guess—”
“It’s obvious that we can’t
rely on the university to police this
stuff. We have to do everything ourselves. Which is fine.”
I paused. “Yeah, but you
can’t just prevent people from speaking, can you? I mean, it’s unconstitutional.”
“The Constitution is not
absolute,” he shot back. “Things

change, cultures evolve. If the Bill
of Rights gets in the way of justice,
we have a right to defy it. The free
speech absolutists don’t have a leg to
stand on. They won’t win this war.”
“War?”
“That’s right. Any alliance
whose purpose is not the intention to
wage war is senseless and useless.”
There was silence for a few
seconds as I mulled that over. I’d
heard it somewhere before.
“Anyway,” I said, “what else
have you been up to?”
“Not much. Listen, I have to
get to work on a research paper. I’ll
see you around.” And he turned and
walked into the library.
That was the last time I saw
or spoke to Timbs. That said, I received a letter from him last month,
which I guess is what made me reflect
on all this. Here’s what he wrote:
“You’re the only person I ever considered a true friend, so I really couldn’t have
written this to anyone else. I’ve had a lot of
time to think about everything. When you’re
in here time seems to stand still. All you can
do is sit and think, and I’ve done a lot of
both.
Needless to say, I regret what I became and what I did. But I have to stress: I
refuse to shift all the blame onto my parents,
despite what my ‘doctor’ here says. They
were bad parents and bad people (Stan is
dead, by the way—esophageal cancer).
They manufactured an atmosphere of anger
and hate. It infected everyone and everything
close to them. He was worse than she was.
He inflicted his self-hatred onto her. As long
as he was miserable, no one else was allowed
to be happy. That was his main principle in
life. I wonder was he always like that?
But it doesn’t matter. I’ve grown

tired of hating them. There’s no use. We are
all endowed by our Creator with free will,
as is made plain in the book of Genesis. We
all make our own choices, and we alone are
responsible for them. That Eve was deceived
by the serpent does not in God’s eyes extenuate her treachery. She betrayed His trust, and
we all suffer from perpetual guilt as a result.
The immediate consequences of
what I did were horrid. Again, that goes
without saying. But what bothers me more
are the indirect consequences. I did irreparable damage to the cause I claimed to be
fighting for. I wasn’t fighting for it. I was
exploiting it. My motives were purely selfish.
Now, opponents of equity and justice can
point to me and my actions to fortify their
position. And they have an undeniable point,
and that’s entirely my fault, and I don’t think
I’ll ever live it down, no matter how many
times I repent.
I’m still working to determine exactly what went wrong for me and where.
Maybe one day I’ll figure it out. Maybe
I’ll die trying. Self-pity is grotesque, and yet
nobody chooses to indulge in it. Given the
chance, I think I would go back and pull the
trigger of Stan’s gun, the one I held in my
mouth all those times as a teenager. If only I
hadn’t been so afraid.
I suppose I don’t have much else to
say. I just wanted to get some of my thoughts
down, and you’re the only person to whom
I could think to address them. There’s really just nobody else. But—see?—now I’m
starting on the self-pity again.
Take care of yourself.
JT”
When it happened I was away
at a different college, halfway across
the country. I had transferred to be
close to a girl I met over summer and
started dating. Plus, they had a better
business program, and I’m currently

pursuing my MBA there. Anyway, by
this time I had mostly forgotten about
Timbs and his various antics. He was
the furthest thing from my mind that
fall, which made everything more jarring.
It was a Friday night in November. My then-girlfriend Chrissy and I were getting ready to leave
for dinner at this Thai place we both
liked when I got a call from my mother.
“Have you heard the news?”
she said.
“What news?”
“Turn on the TV. Someone
was killed.”
“What?” I started for the living room.
“Someone was killed at
MLU.”
“Really?”
“Yes.”
“Who was it?” And as I said
this, CNN’s news bulletin took over
the television screen.
“I’ll call you back,” I said,
turning up the volume.
Chrissy walked over. “What
is it?”
“Just a minute,” I told her,
giving all my attention to the TV.
They were interviewing an MLU student.
“It just sounded like this really loud popping sound,” the kid said,
wide-eyed, breathing fast. “Like a—
like a boxer hitting a punching bag
with microphones in his gloves. Then
all of a sudden everyone was screaming and hitting the floor. It was almost
surreal. It’s like you don’t accept that
it’s actually happening, you know?”
Moments later, Anderson
Cooper came on and gave a recap.

“To repeat, for those of you
who are just joining us,” he said,
“controversial conservative activist
Nemo Constantinides, known for
taking an adversarial stance on issues
of religion and gender, was shot and
killed while delivering a speech to a
large group of students at MLU earlier this evening. The suspect or suspects in the shooting have yet to be
identified, though multiple reports
indicate that one individual was apprehended at the scene and is now in
police custody. MLU was the site of
two major controversies earlier this
year when liberal students…”
His voice trailed off as I processed the news. Chrissy was still asking me questions.
“I went to school there,” I
said, staring at the floor and shaking
my head. “Fuckin’ Timbs.”
“What’s Timbs?”
“Hm? Oh. Just an old friend.
I’ll tell you more at dinner.” And as
we walked out to catch our Uber, it
suddenly struck me where Timbs had
got that idea about alliances and war.
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H

alf past eight in the morning, off
to the side of Midway Airport’s security line, just
beyond the metal detectors. Tristan sits, wearing
approximately twenty-two t-shirts, two sweaters,
a parka, a pair of jeans on top of three pairs of
slacks and a pair of cargo shorts, eight pairs of
socks and bulky, black dress shoes, his winter coat
slung over the chair behind him on one of the last
days of August. The TSA man behind a podium
where an oversized computer screen no doubt
displays everything the government knows about
one, Tristan P. O’Neill, likely more than he even
knows himself.
“Mother’s maiden name?” the man in
the vibrant blue shirt asks.
He eases back in the chair. This might
wind up easier than he feared. “Butler.”
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The man squints at the screen and nods.
“What state did you get your social security
number in?”
The sweat from layer after layer of
clothes turns cold. If he can’t get these questions
right, he won’t be able to flee Chicago. He leans
forward and tugs his ear. “Honestly, I don’t
know,” he says. And if he is stuck in Chicago, he
has very few options.
The man scowls.
“I’m gonna guess Rhode Island,” he says,
then realizes the man might not like guess work
with terrorism in the balance. “Only because I
was born in Philadelphia, but my folks moved
to Rhode Island when I was an infant, so they
probably got it there for me.”
The man nods in agreement with this

story as if cross-referencing these
facts on his computer. Tristan feels
relieved and hopes the questions get
easier from here. Then the man lists
three random addresses and asks
which he’s lived in.
Two sound familiar, and
one he never heard of. He rubs his
forehead as if to forestall a headache.
“Are you looking for one or more
than one?”
“You tell me,” the man says,
tapping his freshly shaven chin.
Now, the filmy line of sweat
on his back begins to run. The
beaded drops of perspiration on his
face burn in a wave that feels like tiny
tacks driving into his skin. Something
about this reminds him of the popular
and overly dramatized game shows
that he hates.
“I’ve never lived on Arnold
Drive. That’s for sure,” he began
definitively. “And I did live on Lorca
in San Diego briefly though I’m not
sure of the number. But I totally grew
up at the Braden Street address.”
The man works his jaw back
and forth as if he turns over Tristan’s
threat level in his mouth like a hard
candy he hasn’t decided whether he
likes or not. Not that Tristan is or
could be a terrorist; he isn’t that kind
of man. No, not that kind of man.
Not that he knows what kind of man
he is.
******
Two in the morning, Spring,
the driveway of a run down, threestory apartment building like any
other found in small New England
cities. A moving truck nearly full of
furniture and packed up possessions.
Odds and ends line the pavement,

awaiting their places in the cavernous
back.
Emily Oldham, who has
moved to Chicago months ago and
has returned to help move Tristan
out to join her, stands with hands on
hips, head tilted to the side, playing
a strange mental game of Tetris with
his remaining floor lamps, end table,
bookshelf and chairs. Tristan carries
the last of the boxes, these containing
yet more books, down the steps and
into the driveway. He knows that
in her head she hypothetically packs
the truck because she has done it all
night, often making what he considers
obvious blunders. Almost everything
she positions needs adjustment. He
has told her at least seven times: things
that will fall, should get arranged as if
they have already fallen.
He climbs into the neatly
crammed rows of crates and bags,
tables and chairs, each holding the
other in place. Like love. A bubble
wrapped picture frame with an air of
abandonment lies atop a wide, flat
box top. He snatches it as secretively
as possible and tucks it in the safe
embrace of a rug and another
cardboard container.
“There you go again,” she
says and tries to force a laugh, but he
hears her exasperation.
“What?” He also tries to
laugh and the fakeness of it almost
hurts his throat—counterfeiting
joy, the most difficult of all emotive
exercises for him. He can’t just
throw it around. It requires mental
preparation, a deep identification
with the character and scene. “Em,
I just don’t want things crashing
around in here,” he explains through
a stiffly maintained grin.
“I know,” she says and pulls

herself up into the truck with him.
She steps over an end table from his
dead grandmother’s house, one of
the only things he has ever inherited,
and she slides up to him. Her unruly
darkish blonde hair tickles his chin.
He smiles at her and leans
down to kiss her lips, aiming for that
one spot with the freckle on it. He
loves that freckle. As he squeezes
her, and she squeezes back, their
lips grappling, he feels their bodies
holding each other in place amid all
his worldly possessions and he thinks
this will be his life from now on. He
is falling for her and has decided to
arrange his life as if he has already
fallen.
******
With the way they met,
nobody saw any of what followed
coming.
Many of the friends Tristan
grew up with call him O’Neill. When
he moves back to Rhode Island from
his years at school in New York City,
he finds people around town calling
his kid brother, now twenty-two,
O’Neill. One night, out with a bunch
of his younger friends who also party
with little O’Neill, Tristan blusteringly
insists that he is the real deal O’Neill
and that his brother could be “Little
O,” or “Neilly” or any of the other
variations he’s gone by in the past,
but that only Tristan could be called
“O’Neill.”
On this night, they wind up
drinking at a house after the bars
have closed. One of them calls
his girlfriend to invite her and her
roommates over for an impromptu
late night party. The three girls arrive
shortly and a drunken card game
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develops. Emily is one of these girls.
He doesn’t notice her D-cup
breasts that night. He sees big,
blue eyes and an easy grin he finds
contagious. He learns she is an artist
and he feels he must pursue her.
She says she didn’t like
Tristan that night. She laughs at him
being called O’Neill because she
knows O’Neill and he is younger,
quieter and funnier. She asks him, in
fact, to call his brother, to get him to
come over.
Despite this, Tristan flirts
with her at every party for the next
several months. One night, he gets
her to play pool with him in the
corner of a pub with drop ceilings
and linoleum floors. He doesn’t just
beat her every time; he coaches her to
the point where she almost beats him
every time.
She says later that this night
marks the turning point where his
swagger began to win her over. She
begins calling him O’Neill.
When he finally sees her
breasts, he lays in her bed watching
her strip for him. They are huge and
sag in a way that makes him feel sad
inside. He ignores it and they begin
a love affair that makes him late for
work many mornings. But when she
moans “O’Neill” one night while his
head is tucked between her thighs,
he must stop. “I think you can call
me Tristan now.” She laughs and
he resumes, making her call out,
“Trisssstannnn.”
******
Almost sunset, riding the soft
winds aboard a sailboat, several miles
out on Lake Michigan. The slanting
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rays from the southwest strike the
faces of row upon row of buildings,
the windows glittering, facets of an
entire city like a massive jewel. As
much as Tristan has learned to love
Chicago up close and personal, its
beauty from this distance, sitting on
a gunwale, floating on an immense,
placid body of water outmatches
almost anything else he has ever seen.
He feels he could get used to this new
life of his.
Tristan grew up in Rhode
Island, the Ocean State, no part of
it further than thirty miles from salt
air and the sea, but he also grew up
working class like most people in the
smallest state and boats don’t come
cheap; sailing had never figured into
his life before. Emily’s father finds this
inconceivable.
“Tristan,” her father says
from behind the helm, “Let out the
port sheet.” He gives the command
with a firm voice, a confidence that
Tristan knows what this means.
Tristan thinks for a second or
two, P-O-R-T, four letters, like left.
He clambers under the boom and
finds the mechanism for the line, the
sheet, that Mr. Oldham has shown
him many times in the past. He
slackens the rope, the sheet, until her
father tells him enough. The boom
swings.
“We’ll make a sailor out of
you yet,” he says proudly and Tristan
wonders what he would be like as a
sailor.
Emily brings him his almost
empty cocktail, a rum and cola, the
family’s drink when aboard the boat.
“Thanks, babe,” he says
clinking their plastic cups and kissing
her, not a mere peck, a full, natural,

loving show of affection. This family
makes him feel like he belongs, like
nothing needs curtailing, no editing
necessary. He loves their daughter
and her parents not only accept this,
but he can tell it makes them glad.
He takes his last swill, waits
when he sees in her eye that she will,
too. Belowdecks, he dumps ice into
their cups and reaches for the rum.
She stops him with her hand on his
side. She grins up at him, her blue
eyes glimmering in the failing light,
somehow even her petite, round
nose seems to smile at him. He aims
for that little freckle on her lip and,
connected like this, his mind empties,
no concerns in the world, only this
lovely woman and now.
Later, they sit on the gunwale,
arms draped over the lifeline, drinks in
hand, a breeze playing with her hair.
She recently had it cut. He thought
he liked it longer, but her thick, dirty
blonde hair looks fantastic up around
her firm jawline. Whatever she does
always works out for the best. He
takes her hand, paint still clinging to
her fingers, the nails chewed down
to nubs. A girl who makes things,
makes things happen, makes objects
of odd beauty come to life; she takes
junk—stuff others gave up on—
slaps some paint on them, assembles
them in new and unexpected ways
and, mysteriously, people want them
again.
Tomorrow he will help her
hang this work in a big art show down
in a little part of town full of artists.
She has had shows all around the city
since the move, but tomorrow’s will
be the biggest.
The sun fully set, they
sit together taking in the skyline

of America’s Second City, the
metropolis’ radiating illumination
overpowering the stars above, the
only constellations those lights shining
from the endless line of buildings
across the water and their reflections
on the enormous lake. It reminds him

and he feels grateful she decided to
salvage him, a discarded piece of
garbage mysteriously transformed by
what she sees when she looks at him.

of pictures he’s seen of the planet at
night from space.
Glad to share this distant
beauty with his Emily, he squeezes her
hand more tightly and slides closer to
her. As he feels their body heats merge,
and the floral scent of her shampoo
and the perfume he loves rise up to
him, happiness radiates in his heart.
Her head drops on his shoulder

Tristan’s last night in
Chicago. The back corner of a bar at
twilight, the incandescent overhead
lights beginning to blare against the
darkening street outside because
nobody yet realizes that now the
dimmer switches need to ease them
into the night. Tristan dumps billiard
balls into a black plastic rack. After
arranging them in the embrace of

******

their triangular trap, he wedges
his fingers in to tighten them, each
holding the other in place.
The large window in this
corner looks out into the street, but
with the lights still up and the sun now
down, the enormous pane no longer

“Failed
relationships
always leave
plans
unfinished.”
looks outward, but reflects inward,
leaving Tristan to watch himself.
Not the kind of man.
Several women a little older,
or the same age as Tristan, settle
down at a nearby table, spreading
straight, white teeth, clinking wine
and cocktail glasses, dressed in
their business attire; Tristan feels a
burdensome distance from them and
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their comfortable career lives.
Emily never saw how hard he
worked. Not enough hours slinging
drinks at the bar, not enough hours
typing, not enough hours looking for
casting calls, but he made enough
at the bar to pay his share of bills,
went to a mind-numbing number
of auditions, and banged away at
the keyboard long enough to write
two full-length plays. Not that she
ever read them anyway. And she
never really understood that when
he sat around the apartment, he was
fleshing out a character or a plot;
when he walked down the street, he
was teasing out the logistics of a scene
or a stage direction; when he rode
the subway reading a book, it wasn’t
leisure, but studying—work.
The table of women fracture
the air with violently frivolous
laughing.
Not the kind of man she
wanted.
The lights finally dim to
match the darkness outside and the
reflection of the game in the window
grows less vivid. His reflection goes
too and he wonders just what kind of
man he actually is. Outside, a lonely
old man treads tiresomely along.
Tristan wonders where he shuffles
to, where he beds down at night and
if anyone keeps him company in his
misery.
******
The first summer in Chicago.
The backyard of a three-floor
apartment house somewhere on the
North Side. The acrid and greasy
aroma of grilling brats and burgers
mingles with the dozen or so young
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men and women who wield plastic
cups bearing microbrewed beers or
cocktails amateurishly made with too
little ice and too much booze.
Tristan expects this little
party will provide nothing more than
a nice break from all the expensive
block parties they have gone to
every weekend for the past month.
He steps into the yard where quiet,
mysterious discussions bind small
groups together, and he wonders
which group he might fit into, where
he belongs back here. Emily’s friends
from high school commingle with
girls from her work, guys from their
softball team and others they have
met as a couple.
Veronica wildly waves her
cup, and when she smiles her cheeks
don’t so much rise as they broaden,
lending her the appearance of a
blonde Neanderthal in a dress. He
continues watching her intently as
she entertains everyone around her.
Of all Em’s friends, he likes her the
best, but Veronica also loves to talk
with him about their shared Irish
heritage in a way that makes him
uncomfortable, always telling him to
join Irish social groups that at best
speak to people’s inability to define
themselves without their heritage and
at worst smack somehow, to him, of
white supremacist groups dressed up
in wool jumpers and hiding their hate
behind shamrocks, Celtic crosses and
jigs.
He senses Emily eyeballing
him even as he watches Veronica.
Flashing her a grin, he receives
a scowl, but assumes she must be
looking at something else.
Ann, the slender Asian girl
who brought the most delicious

chocolate, cream cheese and cookie
desserts, stands nearby. In his late
teens, he had a thing for Asian
girls, but as he watches Ann talk, he
remembers her awful habit of uptalking. He smiles to himself, relieved
that Emily never got into this habit,
especially since so many of her
friends have. Ann also buys products
for some designer clothing store and
conversation with her often stalls. As
she turns to gesture in some way, he
takes a good look at her bottom. His
eyes linger on the back of her jeans
as it seems her ass has gotten a little
bigger, but he soon realizes that she
has heels on. Even so, it’s nothing
compared to Emily’s firm masterpiece
of a rear end. He catches himself
grinning as he continues scanning for
a conversation to dip into.
He sees Emily again. Now, he
can’t deny it. She glowers at him.
He turns and bumps into
Nancy, a friend of Em’s from the
restaurant. She says hi and soon he
chats innocently with her about her
work with the big name improvisation
group in town. She has one of those
faces, unremarkable in its flawless
beauty. Big brown eyes, mocha skin,
shoulder-length, black hair burned
straight, perfect teeth, plump lips.
Her tone of voice and way of
speaking announces her belief in her
own superiority, a confidence that will
attract people to her the rest of her
life, but that Tristan finds obviously
faked. Still, he admires her ability to
get into the group, her ability to do
improv work at all.
“Emily tells me you act?”
She crosses her legs and stands before
him, trying to look demure perhaps.
Or does this posture indicate her

attempt to hide her judgement?
He shakes off his selfconsciousness and simply nods.
“And you write, too?”
Her questions make him feel
defensive. Talking about his method
of preparation makes him feel extra
lame since she can allegedly rip into
character faster than a sneeze. And
his plays sound stupid to him as he
attempts to describe them. He turns
the conversation to her. Where she’s
from, how she got into acting herself,
what brought her to the big city, all
the questions that get most people
chatty.
While she talks, he stares at
her perfect teeth, but his mind drifts
back to before the party. He and Em
shot pool at a dive near their house.
She had grown skilled with his
coaching and their regular outings.
In the middle of a tight game, she
whispered with her whiskey breath
into his ear, “How about we get out
of here and get in some alone time?”
He paid the tab immediately
and they went for it. Afterward, they
showered together.
As Nancy talks, he relives
every inch of Emily’s smooth skin in
his mind until a set of hands dart into
his love-handles. “Hey, there!” Emily
shouts.
He puts an arm around her
and she rubs his chest, but when he
glances down at her face, he can tell
the grin plastered on her face lacks
sincerity. Anger lurks behind those
laughs and when she asks, “You guys
having a nice talk?,” it comes with a
flood of sarcasm.
The rest of the time, she
remains aloof from him, getting
drunk. Back at home, she accuses him

of checking out every single one of
her friends. He stupidly jokes that he
didn’t check out Kevin or Andy. She
slams the door to her studio and he
talks to her through the thick wood,
explaining that if he stared at them,
it was only to marvel at how superior
she was to every woman there.
He hears her shout, “Ha!”
behind the door. She opens the door
long enough to say, “Does that line
always work for you?” Then the door
bangs closed again.
At bedtime, she remains in
the studio and when he tries to open
the door to summon or carry her
to bed, something blocks the door.
When he climbs into the lonely, cold
bed he considers how crazy, even
living with someone, even with their
level of intimacy, the barriers that
prevent people from truly knowing
one another remain. How much
harder, he thinks as he struggles to
sleep, how much harder when one of
them doesn’t even know himself.
******
A mid-August afternoon.
The day after Tristan’s birthday, his
second in Chicago. The kitchen of
the apartment he and Emily share
on Maplewood Street. The back
door stands open to the porch.
Beyond, the buildings of downtown
boldly rise above the rooftops of the
neighborhood. The dazzling, azure
sky bears down on them.
Completely unaware of the
turn his life is about to take, Tristan
hunches at the kitchen table. His
hands dig into cold, ground beef,
pulling chunks of the shredded flesh
apart, apportioning it.

Last night, a disappointing
number of people showed up for his
birthday barbeque and most of them
claimed to have already eaten. He
strives to stifle his anger as he recalls
the two pounds of pulled pork, hardly
touched, and takes a break from the
raw meat to take in his view of the
skyline again. It never grows old for
him, watching clouds race across and
chop the tops off the tallest of them,
rainstorms swooping over The Loop
and heading directly toward him,
snow clouds slung like shrouds of
mourning, or days like this, crystalline
and magical, the sun setting the
surfaces of the city on fire at the end
of the day.
But still, he thinks, forming
yet another burger for the freezer,
who eats before going to a cookout?
After he had grilled burgers and ate
pork, the few friends he’d made and
Emily went out to some bars. Emily
didn’t even sleep with him when they
dragged themselves back.
He expects her from work
any time now and so leaves aside a
hunk of beef to make something for
them to eat for dinner. She usually
comes home hungry. He is hoping for
some belated birthday sex.
By the time the door swings
open down the hall, Tristan holds
his hands under the stream of water,
rinsing the meat grease off. Emily
calls to him, then he hears her purse
dropping, probably right by the door.
“Hey,” she says in a strangely
abrupt tone, an immediacy and
anxiety crackling at the heart of the
small word, not the normal, happy
to see you “hey”; not even the tired,
obligatory “hey” of late. “Can we
talk?” she adds.
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His shoulders slump. No
woman in his experience ever had
anything good to say after words like
those. Statements like “We need to
talk” serve as an early warning sign
for incoming danger or disaster; it
presages weapons of mass separation.
He takes a deep breath.
He follows her to the
living room at the other end of the
apartment and when she sits down,
something in her crisp, blue eyes, or
the angle she has positioned her hips,
or the twisted curl on her freckled
lip tells him that the end has come.
He feels both heavier and drained
of blood at the same time as he sits
beside her.
Pain tightens her face.
“Tristan,” she drops a hand on
his knee. “I don’t want to do this
anymore.”
Flashbacks of this same
moment, this same feeling dizzy
him. With the others before her,
he had conceded defeat from some
unknown signal, some seriousness
in the voice, some ineffable gravitas
clearly signaling the non-negotiable
end. This same sense—an emotional
déjà vu—grips him. If not for the
couch under him, he thinks he would
collapse. He knows unhappiness has
held Emily in its sway lately, but he
didn’t think the relationship was in
danger.
“What?” he asks as if begging
for more time to think. “Why?”
She shakes her head. “We’re
just not right for each other, Tristan.
We’re not what we should be.”
“What are you talking
about?”
She removes her hand from
his leg. “You’re not the kind of man I
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want to marry.”
He falls back into the couch.
Rejection has taken many forms and
many words in the past, but this new
manifestation cuts him deeply. Not
the kind of man.
She leaves, having said
something about staying with a friend
that night and trailing the scent of the
new perfume he told her he couldn’t
stand.
Later, walking to close the
door overlooking the city, he notices
the pinewood shelves that they never
installed leaning in the corner. They
planned to bolt up the shelf and
make a nice place for pots and pans
to hang, so they could drip dry above
the wide porcelain sink. They mostly
worked a different schedule. Often
when he came home, she had already
burrowed into her studio space, or
she would come home and he had
decided to entrench himself in his
study. It never happened, and she
had complained about it off and on at
bedtime.
Not the kind of man she
wants.
He wonders if that might
stand as a symbol for what she meant.
Leaving things undone. Maybe he
should have at least tried doing the
improv. Maybe he would turn out a
success at it, and even if he failed,
that failure might have taught him a
lesson.
Not the kind of man she
wants to marry.
The rest of the night, he
tortures himself, digging through
snapshots of the past for clues to her
decisive words. That time he told her
that he didn’t want her to look like
her mother in the future. The offense

she took from that metastasized into
a lump that no amount of apologies
or explanations could excise. He just
wanted her to stay healthy and he had
only said it because she complained
about gaining weight and always
talked about getting back into shape,
finding a yoga class or enrolling at a
gym.
And then his birthday party.
She no doubt made her mind up
before that. He now figures that
explains the low turnout, or why
nobody wanted to eat his food.
They all knew as they sat around
and wished him a happy birthday,
knew his fate, and felt uncomfortable
accepting anything from him.
He begins to drink, grabbing
down the handle of whiskey from
atop the fridge. He doesn’t bother
with ice or ginger ale, just dumps out
the amber liquid until the glass swells
to halfway and swills a burning fill.
Pacing the apartment, he remembers
another time: she asked him how
she looked in one of her favorite old
coats. The winter had just started
to sneak into the city and she had
not worn the thing for months of
summer festivities, block parties with
fried foods everywhere and baseball
games on both the South Side and
up North, beers and brats, cheese
and grease, and little time for exercise
beyond walking to the next bar.
She barely fit in it. He could
have simply said it didn’t work, but
instead—in his insane pursuit of
honesty with this girl—he told her she
looked like an overstuffed sausage.
When they started dating, she had
loved his bluntness. Perhaps he had
taken it too far. Or not far enough?
Perhaps he could’ve told her that

he hated that perfume because it
reminded him of a brutally mean
girl in junior high who would kick
him in the balls for the amusement of
everyone in gym class.
He watches the sun set from
the porch with a pack of her cigarettes
he found in her studio and another
glass of whiskey. On a table beside
him, the scripts of the plays he wrote
while in the Midwest. She never read
them. Now he doesn’t want her to.
With a deep drag from a freshly lit
cigarette, he roughs up the pages of
the first play and drops them into the
empty bottom of the charcoal grill.
Next some lighter fluid and a match.
As the opening scene catches,
darkens and twists, he remembers
their plan to make love in every state.
He calculates quickly that they only
got up to five. Failed relationships
always leave plans unfinished.
He continues to burn more
of his words, smoke more of her
cigarettes and drink more of their
whiskey. The moon swings across the
sky and tears stream down his face.
Nothing but ash sits in the bottom of
the grill. He has messed up again. He
knows this, but can’t understand how
or why he continues to sabotage his
own happiness.
******
Slightly after two in the
morning of his last night in town.
Tristan trods down North Clark Street
as if each foot might fall off if he
doesn’t place it carefully. Somewhere
on this street or in this neighborhood
a bar must be open. A lurid neon beer
sign across the street calls out, lets him
know where to go. He grabs ahold of

a street sign, the flaking, rusty metal
scratches his fingers. A mile or so
away, looming buildings of The Loop
look down on him. He feels suddenly
tiny, insignificant and very alone in
this massive, dark city.
After four in the morning.
Fluorescent lighting eats into his
eyeballs. This station. In The Loop.
Travelled through here maybe a
hundred times. Can’t remember
which way. Gets on the train, the blue
line.
Even later. Wakes up, eyelids
feel like rubber and he clenches them
repeatedly to see out the window
before leaving the station. Where?
Did he miss his stop? Sees a sign:
Clinton. Doesn’t seem right. Never
sees that. Nothing about it familiar.
The train pulls out and darkness
flashes over the windows. Stares at
himself in the glass; an exhausted,
haunted look hangs on his face.
Something feels wrong. Reaching for
back pocket, finds it empty, no wallet.
No cell phone either. Keys right
where they belong at least. Puts head
in hands. Gets off at next stop, finds a
CTA officer upstairs by the turnstiles
and informs him of robbery.
“What train were you on,
sir?”
“The one that just left the
station!”
“Going in which direction?”
The wrong one. Which way
did he mean to go? So lost. So unsure
of himself. When he can’t quickly
answer the officer walks away, saying,
“I can’t do a thing for you if you don’t
know the number of the car you
rode.”
Who knows that ever?
Defeated, he heads back

downstairs and sorts out the train he
needs. But when he gets off at Division,
he can’t grab a bus—CTA card in the
wallet, no cash to begin with. If a car
strikes him while crossing the street,
his body will lay unidentified in the
morgue of a hospital until someone
thinks to find him there. He stumbles,
legally a nobody, from North Ashland
to almost a block past Western, a little
over a mile, arriving home finally,
feeling like even his unidentified soul
has grown haggard.
Emily freaks out at the sight
of him and he tells her how he got
robbed on the train. She shouts at
him that he could’ve gotten himself
killed getting that recklessly drunk
out in the city alone and he wonders
if this sort of behavior informed her
decision.
Not the kind of man she
wants to marry.
Calling the airline to change
his flight until he can get a new ID,
he learns that—even post 9/11—
one can board a flight without
identification; however, it will require
some extra time, so they instruct him
to arrive early. He can still escape, a
small consolation.
He packs his last items and
takes his leave of Emily. She offers
him a ride, but in his pride he declines,
though she stuffs bus and El fare in
his pocket, which he finds he must
accept, leaving her after receiving a
brief and platonic hug, complete with
back patting.
Outside, the sun has risen,
but the daylight sheds no hope for
him; it only shines on his self-doubt,
confusion and loss.
******
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A little before eight in the
morning, baggage check at Midway
Airport. Getting through security
without an identity, the only thing
he thinks he needs to worry about.
Before him, a long, winding line
of people holding bags or babies,
pulling wheeled luggage or pushing
it on the floor before them, holding
hands or smart phones, chatting
hopefully away about a vacation
to Florida or a trip to see family,
or standing silently with the air of
business travelers, some dressed as if
ready for the beach, for a meeting,
for a party or for the unemployment
line, all hemmed in by strips of black
webbing strung between tiny, metal
poles, forcing their disparate lives into
a somnambulant order.
Once at the front of the
line, he hauls the black canvas duffel
from the floor and drops it on the
low platform beside the check-in
counter. The woman with an air of
efficiency rattles off the typical string
of questions: has this bag remained in
your possession at all times?; did you
pack it yourself ?—when she suddenly
interrupts herself.
“I’m sorry, sir. Your bag
exceeds the weight limit,” she
says, a counterfeited expression of
concern cracking her mask of breezy
professionalism.
He shrugs. Not a surprise
really, the engorged bag strikes even
Tristan as something of a joke. He
had to wrestle with it for an hour to
close it, wearing his fingers raw on the
canvas material, the fat teeth and the
rawhide tab of the zipper.
“What does that mean?” he
asks.
“Just a small fee.” She smiles,
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and as she bends to affix the tag, her
short, black hair, touched with only
the thinnest lines of gray, falls across
her face.
Fee? He should have plenty
of money for any fee in his bank
account, depending on the tastes of
whoever robbed him, but without his
wallet and the bank card inside it, no
way to access those funds. He tells
her he can’t pay it and her pleasant
demeanor sours. Her sigh, a low
bark. He explains that his folks could
pay over the phone with a credit card,
but she finds this unacceptable. He
explains his situation and asks if there
isn’t any way to work things out, but
she shakes her head, whipping her
hair, leaving a few strands caught in
the wrinkled corner of her lips.
He requests a manager who
takes her time to arrive, tells him the
same thing and moves off.
“What am I supposed to do
then?”
“Remove some items,” the
first woman instructs him.
“And do what with them?”
She moves to another counter
to assist a colleague with another
customer.
He asks for a trash bag, but
they ignore him. He really would do
that. So close to escaping Chicago,
to slinking away, to putting it behind
him, to beginning the end of it,
to forgetting and moving on and
he finds himself stuck. Blocked at
baggage check. In the airport. At
eight in the godforsaken morning. He
can’t believe they won’t take money
over the phone.
“Really, you could just throw
some of my stuff in the trash,” he
says, growing angry now.

“Don’t be ridiculous,” the
manager mutters from steps away.
“Seriously though,” he blurts.
“What do you expect me to do?”
“Remove
some
items,
sir,” the manager says with cool
condescension.
Tristan stands still. Closes his
eyes. And feels the world whirl around
him, a symptom of his hangover and
lack of sleep. The powerlessness of
poverty feels crushing even in this
simulated form. The thought flits into
his mind to walk away, not bother
with the bag, forget the whole damn
thing—simplify, simplify, simplify—
board his flight, leaving the airline
to sort out what to do with his
belongings. After mailing his books
to his parents’ house, he has already
had to abandon his bookshelves, end
table from his dead grandmother
and his coffee table (along with other
mementos).
He takes a tentative step away,
then his feet shuffle and uncertainty
halts him. What would he wear to
job interviews? Or to the job that he
hoped to get if hired? “Beware the
job that requires a new set of clothes.”
Or something like that. But seriously.
Whoever took his wallet would soon
spend all his money, and even if his
bank would replace the fraudulently
squandered cash, that would take
time; time he couldn’t wait while
wearing nothing but the clothes on
his back at that moment.
The clothes on his back.
Right.
“Fine,” he says with the same
force typically reserved for another
four letter word beginning with the
same letter. He unzips the duffel,
the tension from within easing as it

vomits chunks of his clothing. Out
of the corner of his eye, he sees
them pretending not to watch. He
digs through his clothes, rips out his
heaviest shoes, his thickest parka and
a pile of shirts. He kicks off his sandals
and pulls on a pair of socks and then
another, and another until he finds
no more. Then he slides several pairs
of slacks on, right over his shorts
and wriggles into a pair of jeans. He
snatches his heavy dress shoes from
where they tumbled beside the bag
and jams his feet in. Then he starts
on the torso.
After each t-shirt, he pauses
and stares down the woman with her
short black hair and veneer of civility.
He knows from the stiff way she stands,
her neck locked in place, doing her
best not to react to his insanity, that
she sees every bit of his performance.
Another shirt, another stare down.
The more clothes he dons, the lower
the digital readout of his bag’s weight.
He caps the whole spectacle off by
throwing on his heaviest winter coat.
The slow process finally over, his body
puffed out with a small wardrobe on
his frame, he pronounces, “Okay. It’s
made weight now.”
And
dressed
in
this
ignominious ensemble, he passes
airport security, answering questions
about himself he barely knows the
answers to, and departs Chicago for
Rhode Island where, before he can
move on with his life, he will have to
get himself a new ID.
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So Jung Kommen Wir Nicht
Mehr Zusammen
Cooper Wilhelm

So Jung Kommen Wir Nicht Mehr Zusammen - Cooper Wilhelm

I were under the direct observation
of Frau Grussholdt, I followed him
at a cautious distance. If he turned
to look around him, I would suddenly
affect a fascination with a nearby twig
or stone, or would give all the outward
shows of playing a childhood game
of pretending I was a privateer, or a
municipal customs officer, or a frog.
Through
my
cunning,
Johannes soon dropped his guard
only yards away from me. This trust
was to prove his undoing. While
feigning scrutiny over a dandelion, I

pleasant fiction whose debunking
would lead us to the true nature of
life: abandonment, anticlimax and
dependence upon fertility’s merciless
caprice. This so-called birdhouse was
just another symbol without a basis in
material reality, drawing its authority
from the raw oppression of those who
used it to deceive.
Yet as I saw Johannes totter
toward it with the naked seriousness
of a pig rooting through feces for
bits of corn, I suddenly grasped that
it was there that the candies were

alluring ballad? There wasn’t time!
My only hope was to play
on his natural fear of the forests and
the beasts lurking therein. I devised
an ingenious gambit. I would begin
hurling stones past Johannes into the
shadows of the woods and lead him
thereby to believe I was protecting
him from some stealthy bear or furtive
wolf pack. Surely he would flee and
abandon his sweets, or I could later
leverage his feelings of indebtedness
and shame into some sort of reward
or tribute.

“Sometimes... I think I can hear Johannes

A

t the outset I had no reason to dislike
Johannes in particular. Like most small children,
he was boorish, and selfish, and frequently sticky or
wet or both. He had the repugnance of an animal
without the nobility of beasts, but in a manner
that would have been entirely unremarkable for a
child had it not been for the sweets.
Every day at the kindergarten that Frau
Grussholdt tended on the frontiers of the Black
Forest, Johannes would appear before us laden
with sweets, which he consumed in full view of
the other viciously hungry and envious children.
Even as a six-year-old, I knew this ostentatious
display of wealth was no marvel. The father
of Johannes owned vast estates from which he
extracted rent and influence. But once Johannes
had exhausted his apparent supply of bonbons
for the day, he could be found moments later with
yet more. How? Was Frau Grussholdt giving them
to him? Had he worked out a pact with other
students in which they would act as his sugar
mules? Or were there, perhaps, small caches of
chocolate bits hidden strategically throughout
Frau Grussholdt’s humble cottage and the surrou-
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ding wald for Johannes to find?
The mystery was unbearable.
I found myself unable to concentrate
on a child’s rightful pursuits of letters, numbers
or memorizing the various grunts and whistles
farm animals use to wail their lot or announce
themselves. One afternoon, as I watched him pull
a lollipop from his pocket and pop it between
his insufferably puckered lips after making a
trite proclamation about the relative cuteness
of ducklings compared to other edible birds, I
knew I could no longer tolerate the burden of
Johannes’ happiness. I determined to use the full
powers of my fastidiously logical mind to divine
the source of his confectionary magnetism, and
take his sweets for myself.
As any six-year-old worth his apple gruel
will tell you, asking for a piece of information
outright is the easiest way to be denied the
answers you seek forever. One must approach at
an angle, like some sort of devious fish seeking
to steal morsels from a distracted crab. One must
stare and wait for one’s moment.
And so whenever neither Johannes nor

screaming again as he did that day, and it
warms my heart.”
saw Johannes set off away from the
other children and toward the edge of
the forest. There, under a linden tree,
was a birdhouse on a rod of pungent
spruce. According to Frau Grussholdt
lore, the birdhouse was the perennial
fortress of copulating finches, which,
lacking the cleverness of the raven,
needed humanity to provide them
with shelter. It is without shame
that I tell you that we longed so to
observe the finches in their heedless
debauch. But all spring, no birds of
any kind had been seen, and I had
naturally concluded that this business
about the finches was yet another

nooked. I understood all. This was his
font of syrup and strawberry jam, his
tomb of nougat, hidden on the sort
of sacred ground no child would dare
defile lest it anger the finches of myth
and they truly abandon us forever.
But as soon as my discovery
was clear, I realized that surely this
information had come too late. Even
now, plump, grotesque Johannes was
drawing ever nearer to the birdhouse,
ready to gorge himself on his full trove.
I had to somehow lure him away that
I might devour his candies. But how?
With philosophical discourse? Never!
With some sort of winning jest or

I seized upon a stone by my
feet and hurled it with all my strength.
But I was young, and though my mind
was an instrument to inspire awe in
the most seasoned clockmaker, my
body was still coming to understand
its limitations. The stone went higher
than I intended, and at the zenith
of its arc it struck something in the
tree above the birdhouse. A brown,
papery bundle dropped from its
branches and landed at Johannes’s
feet. As he stooped over the object,
there came a sound like steam tearing
through a wet log in a fire. From the
object arose legions of wasps which
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immediately set upon the youngster.
Sometimes, when I hear the screech
of a wagon wheel or walk past the
attraction at the Munich Zoo where
spectators may throw live house cats
to lions, I think I can hear Johannes
screaming again as he did that day,
and it warms my heart.
We would later learn that
Johannes had a terrible allergy to
insect stings. Frau Grussholdt cleared
the host of winged creatures away
with a burning mulberry branch, but
by then it was thankfully much too
late. Within moments Johannes was
dead. Marvelously dead. Luxuriously
and opulently delivered to the void.
The birdhouse and its contents were
mine. And as I gazed upon his face,
swollen and purple like a plum ready
to spill forth its sweet juices, I knew
in my six-year-old heart that I would
wear his death across my shoulders
like warm sunlight as I stooped to
gather to my chest the benefits of his
passing all the days of my life.
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Brontosaurus
Leanne Grabel
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

Introduction

The brontosaurus (back on the list) was ENORMOUS. The size of five elephants.

BOOK 1,
THE WORST FIRST

It was one of the largest dinosaurs on earth. And one of the dumbest. Yes. That’s
a horrible combination.

Dolls by the thousands are
falling out of the sky. -Anne
Sexton
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel
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Herbivorous, bronto gobbled thickets of foliage compulsively all day long. Without chewing. Then. Gobbled stone after stone. Yes. Those stones ground those
thickets of foliage into digestible swatches.

The brontosaurus was long-necked, thick-limbed, sloppy-lipped and glutton-

The female brontosaurus was oblivious of her femalehood. Motherhood? For-

ous.

get about it. She lived to eat. Knocked up, she’d drop her eggs on the ground
with no guilt like so much panty lint as she plodded along on her meandering,
ill-fated chomps. She had to eat landscapes to sustain her size. Babies? Who had
time for them?
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There are tales of reaction and effect. There are also tales of confusion, hilarity,
sex, love, not-love, sadness, not-sadness and a tiny bit of glee. There are oddities.
There are jokes. Practically all of the stories have jokes.

I tell you this because there is a brontosaurus in this book. Enormous and stupid.

I liked how it felt when I wrote this book. But most of the time it felt like some-

It’s rape. RAPE. Rape opens the book. Then, glutton that it is, rape devours a

body else’s book. Then. Out of nowhere. I would be jolted by a random shock,

huge portion of the rest.

a shiver, a jerk, a sob. It always came fast, like an asteroid. It reminded me these
stories are mine.
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Every time I wrote a sad part, some sorrow got sucked out and spilled out. Every
time I wrote an ugly part, some ugly got gutted, got lumped up and lugged away
on shabby carts with stupid wheels. By buff and sturdy workers. Every time I told
a joke, I laughed. I like how it feels to know you’re reading this now. I changed everybody’s name and I changed some of the details—to make it better. Language
won out over precision most of the time. But not when it really mattered to the
point. If there was a point. So these are the basically true stories. A grain of salt.
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

Chapter 1: Catastrophe

It was late March 1971. Jill, Daniel and I were dormmates. We were going down
to Baja for spring break. Tons of college kids were. That’s what Jill said. We were
sophomores at Stanford. We weren’t geniuses. We were rubes who got As. None
of us had traveled without our parents before. Not really. Except for high school
leadership weekends. Those don’t count. We were excited. We were spinning
with the first shivers of freedom. Joyous. All those sugar feelings. Sprinkles of
fear.
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

We said goodbye to Jill’s mother in San Diego, our final pit stop. After a lunch of
sharp cheddar quesadillas. And gazpacho. Made by Jill. We got over the border.
And were quickly into the dusty decrepitude of Tijuana. It was so hot. It itched.

Jill borrowed her brother’s ‘68 Ford van. It had built-in everything. Everywhere.It

Smelled like an old scab. We stopped once. I bought a blouse. Jill bought a blouse.

had shelves, cubbies, sinks and appliances. It had three pull-down sleeping lofts.

We began snaking along the coastline. Another car would pass every five min-

Jill said her brother said only she could drive.

utes or so.
“I’’m dying for a Fresca,” I said. “Anybody else want anything?”
“I’ll take a Pepsi,” Jill and Daniel answered in perfect unison.
We all giggled in our low throats, so easily amused.
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

Jill pulled over. She used to always do what I said back then. And yes, I did abuse
my power. I made her do things. The hard jobs. Jill always drove. She always
cooked. She often paid. Jill parked near a thick hedge of thicketry. I felt loose.
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There was such a rare illumination from the Bajan waves. Glimmering sea

Alive. The ocean was glorious, as if melodramatically lit for a romance—with

foam—as if tiny endless sea pearls.

Sandra Dee. The white beach was so empty—like the cabinet of my misfortunes.

“Let’s stop,” I implored. “It’s gorgeous.”

No misfortunes. Oh. I was free. Free at last.
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Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

Daniel pulled out the container of chicken legs. The coleslaw. A few more sodas.

I looked over at Jill and Daniel. They were chomping on those chicken legs, their

He and Jill sat on the sand. Kicked off their shoes. Started munching on those

own legs out in front of them, their cheeks all smeared with barbecue sauce.

chicken legs. I was fidgeting. Going through my stuff. Then. I heard a rustling

They looked like toddlers, completely oblivious to even the concept of doom,

behind us. In the thicketry. Saw the trembling. Something was in the thicketry.

their doom, our doom, our upcoming doom.

Right behind us. Something living. Was in there. We were doomed. I knew it
instantly.
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Parents
David Z. Morris

POETRY

A sad clinger, them
The super circus
Circuitous hov’ring
Over what they dear
The handle clear on backstrap
Hoist from danger
‘til test in absence fails
And falls down
		Amen
But wait until the market comes
The hellish summer sales
Of wheat, barley, and yam
Women in yoga pants and down vests
Desperate to feed theirs storm
Claw and punch
like Oxen through the
stalls, hoisting cabbages
like dolls
Ripping naked chickens from
Each other’s hands
hair pulled from scrunchies
hollow rouged cheeks for men at home
watching postapocalypso dance contests
and rubbing one out
as they starve
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Cocktail
Stephanie Macias
Biting my tongue
is in vogue these days.
The taste of blood
is a cocktail at the end
of grueling times.
Hours of smiling and nodding,
of being human—
no ice please,
I take it room-temp
then warm it in my mouth to ninety-eight degrees.
It is relief,
the tiny taste of red
staining my teeth pink.
The sure gate of my lips concealing
my injured tongue where
I bit your name off the tip.

The Flavor of Water
David Leo Sirois
Whatever’s left of me.
These fragments I have
more than the void.
Floes holding clusters of
floating ice.
My name a vestige of
identity, that falsehood
forever cocooned in mystery.
How far away my heart’s heart –
my home & final destination,
my other mother murmured.
I glimpse a verdant island there.
Attempt to see nomad wind
as it haunts these leaves & grasses.
See myself untied.
At this moment
I wish to rise awakened
but this stolen boat
holds me by the spine.
Wooden boards
won’t let go of me.
Sudden waft of hyacinth –
scent of purple scent of pink.
Everything is melting.
Buildings trees people.
In which world do I walk
without ceasing?
A little prince
on my own planet.
A white-haired woman once
attempted to instruct me –
“Life is relationships.”
Still can’t grasp it.
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Don’t believe her.
For me, poetry –
which is forbidden to
discuss in a poem –
is a planned flâneurie.
Unnameable
city of silence.
There are sounds,
but they take no form
inside this inchoate mind.

The Flavor of Water - David Leo Sirois
what all conceal –
“There’s no fool
can call me friend.”
Who am I?
Don’t know.
I press a strange tongue
against my palate,
& pretend to be.
This is the flavor of water.

In these shattered
rooms of mirrors
I am nothing –
silhouette seated
at a cleared table.
What is separation but
a split from everything one
has ever known?
But I enjoy this strangeness
called “alone.”
Means a blur of wine time longing & song.
Cocaine & countless cigarettes with
strangers on a sidewalk bench.
Supposed poet
porting an awkward guitar, secretly stealing
Napoleon’s pointed black hat,
symbolizing being
the self-crowned emperor of
performers.
I know good people at first sight,
seeing sapphire in their eyes –
then “Cast a cold eye
on life, on death.
Horseman, pass by!”
Carved on the king of the
Celtic Twilight’s tomb.
In his heavy lifetime tome
he reveals
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“Rest works wonders.” - David Leo Sirois
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“Rest works wonders.”
David Leo Sirois
I appear upon your screen
totally out of focus.
Help me arrive at where I am.
Even now, after 45 turns of
kind chaos, still I
fight to let myself be drawn
by the natural magnet
of my heart’s
heart.
Negative & positive poles mixed.
Seagulls flutter in & out of
my chest, in search of a
fresh or salty
body of water.
So often unfulfilled.
Midnight & where is my old mind?
Slipped between the slats of
reality’s trellis.
The head of one last gold rose
dignifies this servile kitchen table, &
complements my well-dressed skull –
pulled from a closet of stuffed bears, snowy owls,
& the 8-foot snake my mother sewed together
for my 10th birthday.
Million, the bear I still clutch all night,
worth a million dollars to me,
its neck weak & fur falling out.
Hard to hold my head up
with this heavy ego.
Back & forth along
the open window winter floor.
The shocking kiss of
tiles against naked feet.
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Night’s rarefied silence.
An oversized plastic clock
adorns the wall with a cartoon clown –
the steadfast drumming of
the two-headed damaru,
with its stone upon a string, rocking
between the fingers of one of the four
hands of Rudra, “The Fierce Lord,” his tears taking the
form of brown beads encircling my wrist
three times – but at this hour wearing his
meditative face
to perform our never-ending cosmic dance –
makes me march in tune
with time, or lose my footing
trying to climb with both eyes closed
this mountain made of dust.
Is there really room for lies
when nature is so sincere?
Bound to be myself.
But who is this monster
fattening the mirror?
Think I’ve seen him
in some of my mother’s
long-ago-lost photographs.
Who has he all-too-easily
become, letting
laziness & sleep
lead his steps?
It is purest logic
to replenish an
empty glass,
& fill it with a blood-red
cure for pain
as often as the atmosphere
requires.
Darkness slips in slowly,
almost imperceptibly, until
eventually it claims its trophy.
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At noon I saw a hunched grandmother
rolling an empty stroller
along a silent sidewalk –
my so-called presence still keeping it
vacant –
by her side a girl of
perhaps 2 & 1/2, pushing
an empty pink stroller herself.
Perhaps in 80 years this blond child,
in whose face I could already see the
soon-to-be adult, will graduate
to a futuristic make & model of a walker.
I saw that it was good
to be held upright.
I have seen so many things
(forever remaining ignorant)
& accomplished much less,
suffered in little educational ways,
& least of all had flashes of
the light that lives in sidewalks
& other living sculptures,
pulsating power
only seen by unfurrowing the
brow, softening the gaze, & listening
to the likes of William Blake –

Loving Bodega Men
Sarah Francois
I could never love a man like you
whose highest ambition
is small business
co-owned
I could never love a man like you
whose beard itches
who scratches
makes his face red with
bumps
I could never love a man like you
who can’t remember the price
from my same daily order
I could never love
such a man.

“If the doors of perception were cleansed
every thing would appear to man as it is, Infinite.”
“We look not with, but through, the eye.”
Who, then, is this witness?
It saw & remembered last night’s
dream about wandering the streets in the
dark, feeling that my cold
winter coat lacked a Christmas gift
wrapped up in its pocket for a generous artist.
This witness watches my messed-up mind’s
blizzard of wayward words & letters.
My other father said “Don’t even let the
letters come together. . .Never become anything.”
Sometimes the countless seagulls that flit between
my ribs find a ripple upon which to sit
& rest.
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CRITICISM
The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter As It Relates to
My Ex-Boyfriend
Genna Rivieccio

T

he Heart Is A Lonely Hunter first appeared in my
life in 2013, when my ex-boyfriend lent his copy—
filled with random marginalia throughout—to a
friend of mine who never ended up reading it. I
always remember the lost, forlorn look of Carson
McCullers on the cover, thinking to myself that
it was rather unique for the writer to be featured
on her own work of fiction. But then, there is
perhaps no better person to evoke the emotions
one feels when reading the book than the author
herself. After the novel disappeared somewhere in
my friend’s apartment for a while, I forgot about
it, moved on to other literature, other cities.
Cut to 2016, when an immense chasm
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occurs in my life after my boyfriend tells me he
doesn’t believe in soul mates and prefers to be
alone (I later learn through the grapevine he’s
on Tinder). I start over again, I go back to New
York, which, then again, wasn’t really like starting
over so much as reverting to the only place I ever
saw as home. I begin hanging out a lot more with
this friend who came to be in possession of his
marked up The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter, and when
I see it on her bookshelf, I decide it’s time for me
to read it, not realizing that perhaps in some way
I’m doing it to continue to feel connected to my
ex.
Like the deaf-mute protagonist, John
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Singer, that anchors every other
character in the book to each other,
I felt my voice—my needs and
wants—silenced during the years I
spent with this person. I unwittingly
shapeshifted into what he wanted me
to be, the way Singer does regardless

The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter As It Relates to My Ex-Boyfriend - Genna Rivieccio
the way he chose to shake me from
himself. Singer’s incredulity over the
loss of his friend mirrors my own,
as he continues to go through the
reflexive motions of communicating
with him through signing in his
sleep. When another person becomes

aren’t even there. McCullers, in this
way, highlights a constant motif of
inequitable reciprocity throughout
the novel.
With this in mind, the quartet
of supporting Georgian townspeople
views Singer as some sort of Christ-

In his quest, there is no place
for someone like me, the
Singer of the scenario who
can’t seem to live without
her Antonapoulos.
of who he comes into contact with
because they’re able to project all of
their visions of how he is or should be
onto him.
At the same time, we
started out like Singer and his best
friend/fellow deaf-mute, Spiros
Antonapoulous: inseparable, able
to read one another’s thoughts and
largely incapable of functioning
without the other. We were “mates,”
as we always used to say to one
another in a bastardized Australian
accent. And to lose someone who
feels quite literally like your other half
is exactly what Singer experiences
when Antonapoulous is hauled off
to the insane asylum for displaying
bizarre behavior. In this case,
Antonapoulous clearly represents my
ex, who seemed to me unhinged in

irrevocably ingrained in your soul, it’s
a nearly insurmountable obstacle to
expel him.
McCullers’ inherent theme
throughout The Heart Is A Lonely
Hunter is the human need to shy away
from isolation. In contrast, my ex
relished it, a possible testament to
the effects of extreme self-love. In
much the same way as the Singer/
Antonapoulous
dynamic,
there
was nothing I wouldn’t have done
for my ex in spite of how few signs
he exhibited of caring. Objectively
speaking, Singer, like the four other
main characters that orbit his life
(Doctor Copeland, Mick Kelly, Jake
Blount and Biff Brannon) after he
moves out of the residence he lived in
with Antonapoulous for ten years, is
reading into emotions that probably

like figure that might be able to lend
them salvation through friendship,
through an arcane understanding
that only he can seemingly deliver.
Mick, a preadolescent girl with
intense ambitions to become famous
through being a musician, feels that
the “inner room” of her mind—with
all of its frantic, unfulfilled desires—
is something that can be fathomed
solely by Singer. Similarly, Jake
Blount, an oft drunk, oft belligerent
working class man with socialistic
ideals and the radicalism to put them
into practice, grows particularly fond
of Singer, viewing him as someone
who somehow shares his passion for a
proletariat revolution. Where Doctor
Copeland’s presumed affinity with
Singer lies is in his persecution as a
black man. Educated and erudite,

Copeland manages to further
ostracize himself as he’s too intelligent
for most of those in his own race and
not deemed worthy enough to be
taken seriously by the white majority.
Singer, too, suffers from being stuck in
this sort of metaphorical in-between.
Finally, there is Biff Brannon, the
eyes and ears of the town from his
perch behind the counter at The
New York Cafe. As one of the most
elusive figures of the narrative, there
is much about Biff we can never
completely understand—such as
his suppressiveness with regard to
sexuality—making him a perceived
kindred with Singer, also unable to
express himself fully.
After Singer kills himself
(if you haven’t read it, sorry to spoil
the extremely upsetting surprise), it
is Jake’s reaction to his death that is
most telling; it is as though Singer is
merely an orifice with which these
four characters can funnel their
hopes and dreams into. Rather than
exhibiting sadness, Blount is angry
that he wasted his time on Singer.
Incidentally, a favorite phrase of my
ex’s was “I’m not going to waste my
time”—in direct opposition to my
own dolce far niente philosophy. In so
many ways, I can relate to Singer,
not just in that he kills himself upon
learning that Antonapoulous has
passed away in the institution, but
in feeling used up like some sort of
emotional ragdoll. Offering himself
with an openness and patience not
just to Antonapoulous, but all who
he encountered thereafter, Singer
receives no due reward in the end.
As I approached the end of
The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter, I could feel
the pangs of resonance wash over me
in a way that hadn’t happened of late
as a reader. Possibly, this has to do with

the fact that in the very last paragraph
of the book, my ex had circled the
word “love” and scribbled next to it:
“all that matters.” I think maybe at
that time in his life he truly believed
it, but is now driven by that even
more open-to-interpretation word,
“greatness.” And in this quest, there
is no place for someone like me, the
Singer of the scenario who can’t seem
to live without her Antonapoulous as
happily or carefreely. Antonapoulous,
conversely, goes on without a second
thought.
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